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I. INTRODUCTION
This study represents the first effort of the Department of
Youth Services toward the corupilation and analyzation of juveniles
taken into custody by law enforcement agencies in South Carolina.
Ttre data is based on the Uniforro Crime Reports, collected and compiled
by the South Carolina Law Enforcement Division froro reports submltted
by Law Enforcement Agencies throughout the state. Since June of L976'
SLED has extracted the juvenile data, from the Statewide Uniform Crime
Report and furnished it to the Research and Eval-uation Unit of the South
Carolina Departrnent of Youth Services, which has enabled this unit to
cornpile the data desired in an expedient manner so that some anal-yzaLion
is possible. Prior to this time, l-aw enforcement data was gathered
either from the individual- law enforcement agencies in a haphazard
manner or required manual cornpilation in the UCR Office, ageney by
agency and county bY countY.
To be sure, the figures in the Uniform Crime Report are not an
lndex of crimes cournitted by juveniles, which is unknown, but rather
the lncidence of reported crime and therefore, represents those taken
into custody. IL has been estimated by natlonal sources that actual
crime rates are perhaps double those as reported by the UCR. Nevertheless,
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at least this report presents a vehicle for viewlng the segrnent of
the juvenlle justice system where juvenLles first enter via Law
enforcement agencies and whlch accounts for the greatest nunber of
referrals of juveniles to the courts.
In this report, an attempt has been made to analyze the various
demographic characteristics of those offenders taken into custody
by 1-aw enforcenent agencies during 1976, includi.ng age, race, sex,
and mean age. In addition, attention is given to the proportion of juvenile
population which has been apprehended as reported by the UCR, the various
offenses with which juvenil-es were charged during L976, and the disposi.tj.on
of those taken into custody as made by the individual law enforcement
agencies. Each county has been briefly analyzed individually with a
summary sheet and tables provided for specific eounty scrutiny, detailing
those characteristics examined. Statewide tables are also presented,
reflecting an overview for the entire state and the arralyzatLon of UCR
Data as provided in the fol1-owing section pertaj-ns to this sunrmarized
statewide data.
In addition, in Section III, some comparisons are drawn statewide
between the nurnbers and percentages of chil-dren who have been arrested,
detained in jail, referred to court, and cornrnitted to both the Reception
and Eval-uation Center and institutions of the Department of Youth Services.
It is important to note here, however, that all ef these various reporting
systens for the individual components of the juvenile justice system
have different reporting mechanlsms, subject to both individual county
varlances in practices as weLl as aecuracy in reporting. Nevertheless,
considering the pauclty of data availabl-e heretofore, it is l-mportant
to at least attempt to correlate in some manner these different elements
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of the Juvenile justiee system as they operate ln South Carollna so that
r{re can better understand what ls happening to that population of our
youth who find thernselves in trouble. Finall-y, Section IV attempts to
interpret these findings into some meaningful conclusions, based on
the limited knowl-edge we have as well as pointing out areas for further
study. It should also be noted that for convenience sake, references
may be made at times to youth ttarrestedtt as indicated by the UCR, although
technically by 1aw, juveniles are not arrested but tttaken into custody.tt
II. ANALYZATION OF UCR DATA
Aecording to the Uniform Crime Report LO,767 youths through age
16 were arrested in South Carolina during L976. This accounts for
slightly over 27( of the estimated juvenile population between the ages
of 7 and 16 for L976 of 512,519. These figures may be compared to the
UCR data for 1975 which was reported only for the state as a whole but
indicates that for that period of time, a total of 131268 juveniles
through age 1-6 were arrested. This cornparison can be interPreted to
refLect an al-most L9% de*ease in L976 of the numbers of juveniles
apprehended in south carolina. This trend appears to be carrying
over into L977, as well, since the UCR First Quarter, L977 figures'
l-ndicate that 21101- youths were reported to have been arrested during
that period of tirne. No figures are available for conparison betveen
this period of time only during L976. However, on the basis of the total
year accumulative rigures of 10,767 reported for L976, if divided
quarterLy to represent three months or 2r69L, the l-977 Quarter I indicates
a further 22% deqease in arrest figures. Of course, there are
varlations from quarter to quarter, but when six-nonth figures were
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extrapolated during L976, in an attempt to project what the incidence
of arrests woul-d be for the total year, it resulted in only l-ess than
a 3"/" dlf.ference exhibited, as compared to the actual figures when they
became available. Therefore, a1-though urore data is needed to empharically
support this hypothesis, it would appear that juvenile arrests have been
and continue to be decl-ining.
The largest nunber of juveniles taken into custody was reported
for Richland County, foLlowed by Charleston, Greenville and Spartanburg.
Al-though it would natural-ly be expected that the largest nuuiber of
arrests would be uade in those counties with the largest urban populations,
it is interesting to note that according to the percentage of the
estirnated juvenile popul-ation, ages 7-L6 in that county, the ranking
differs somewhat. Although trIich1-and County remains nurnber one with
quite a sizeable percentage of its juvenile population arrested (5.18)'
it is fol-l-owed by llorry County (4.66), Union County (3.31-), Anderson
(3.01), Charleston (2.85), Spartanburg and Greenville (2.64), and
Greenwood (2.56). In viewing this data, it is a1-so inrportant to trnder-
stand that various other factors may play contributing roles into the
number of juveniLes taken into custody. For instance, in many of
these locales, there are special juvenile units which rnay be devoting
a greater part of their time to apprehending iuveniles. In addition,
it would be important to correlate this arrest data with the disp.osition
data for each indivldual county since some of these larger counties
may, in fact, be haudling a greater proportion of these juveniles within
their own department and releasing them resulting in what actual-ly rnay
be "dlversion.tt
Ttre age distribution of th.e juveniles reported indicates that about
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one-thl-rd of those arrested were age 16. The next most comnon age group
was the 13-l-4 year olds with 28.1% followed by 1-5 years ol-d with 25,27".
On1-y about L3i( of the juveniles were under age l-3 and the }lean Age of
all- children taken into custody was 14.325 years. A comparison with
the L975 UCR figures reveals basically the same distribution of ages,
with a slight increase in the number of l-6 year olds (3L.B"l'L975,
33.47. - Lg76) and a smal-l decrease in the 13-1-4 year old group (297" -
Lg75, 287" - Lg76).
In terms of sex distribution, males out-numbered females approxirnatel-y
three to one, which appears to be consistent with the experiences noted
by most juvenile justice agencies. For example, the report on juveniles
detained ln jail- fot L976, reflected an estimated 73% nal.e and 277.
fenal-e distribution. In the Court Report for fiscal year L976, a
distribution was noted of 757" male and 25% femaLe of the juveniles processed
through courts. Ttre sexual distribution for 1976 UCR' however, does
reflect an approximate 2% increase in the proportion of females arrested
(24% 
- 
L976, 227" - !975) over the 1975 report.
The distributions according to race are estimated figures since
the Uniforrn Crinpr Report data on race is carried through age 17 and i-n
nost cases does not a1low for the breakdown to age 1-6. However, it
has been statistically deternr-lned that these approximate percentages
would also apply proportionally through age 16. The estj$ates in terms
of race for the state refl-ect an approximate 62% wtrj-te and 3BZ bl-ack
distributl-on. These figures are basical-Ly al-so in congruence with
the 1976 Juvenile Detention Report which indicates a 65% white and
35% black distributl-on. The Court Report for fiscal- year L976 suggests
a 60 - 407" ratLo distrlbution in those Juvenlles processed through the
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court. The estimated juvenile population between 7 and 16 for 1976
also exlribits a dlstribution of 627. wlnlte and 381( black. Therefore,
lt wourd appear that for the state generally, the race pattern of youth
processed through law enforcement agencies, those held ln detention
and those who are processed through the courts, is quite similar to
that of the general population in these age groups. Ttris woul_d be
in contrast to the distribution noted by sex, where although the male
population in the same age groups for the state is only slightly (Lr")
larger than that of females, males are processed through almost all
juvenile justice agencies at a rate of three to one. The racial distri-
bution exhibited in the 1976 report remains identical with that of Ig75.
For further details on a county by county breakdown, refer to TABLE r.
The offense data should not be construed as being entirely accurate,
since there are rnElny discrepancies in the reporting of this category.
As has been noted in national studies done on the total UCR, there is
much discretion on the part of the recording officer as to the offense,
whieh may vary between 1ocales. rn addition, only one offense is
reported per Personr essentially the prirnary or more severe offense
when there may be several invol-ved. Further, a large number of offenses
are recorded in the 'rothertt category and therefo:-e are unknown in
real-ity. Also, the category of "offense against family and. children"
appears to be rather an obscure issue and used rather indiscriminately,
according to some law enforcement personnel. Finarly, lt will be noted
the onJ-y categories of status offenses that the I'CR provides for are
"runawaytt and "curfew and loiteringrtt thereby rnaking it difficult to
correl-ate status offenses as denoted by the Uniform Crime Report with
those five categories of runaway, truancy, incorrigibility, curfew and
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loLtering, and possession of liquor, which are utilized by the detention
facillties as well as the courts. Al-L of these are data llmitations
which must be considered.
The UCR information incorporated here, however, reveals that the
largest number of youths were charged with "larcenyr" accounting for
21830 or 26% of al-l- offenses. Breaking and entering was the next largest
category with l-r573 or al-most L5% of the offenses, fol-lowed by the "other"
classification with 1 1532 or about L4% of all- offenses. The status
offenses alone accounted for 1-1382 charges or L2.87( of the total number.
Runaway accounted for about 9L7" of the status offender group and also
accounted for alnost L2"/" of the total offenses recorded. Although
several counties such as Aiken, Berkeley, Horry, Jasper, Kershaw, and
Stmter indicated a rather sizeable proportion of status offenders 
' 
even
just within these two grouPings, this was not notable in many of the
larger counties such as Richland, Charleston and Greenville where the
status offense rate was comparatively low. Indeed, in nany counties
with sizeabl-e nurnbers of juveniles taken into custody, the percentage
of status offenses was almost negl-igible, such as Chester, Laurens,
Pickens, and Union.
As mentioned previously, it is nost difficult to correlate
these figures on juvenile apprehension with the detention or court
information for the same period of time since the same guidelines for
categories of status offenders are not utilized. Therefore' a comParison
to the rates of status offenders in detention for instance, which for
1976 was approximateLy 28% of al-l- juveniles detained in jal1-, ot 297.
for those who are processed through the court, is rather meaningless.
It nlght be noteworthy here, a1-so, to mention that although the comparlson
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of the l-975 and 1976 Uniform Crime Reports indicates an apparent reduction
of over IB7" ln the total numbers of juveniles taken lnto custody,
comparl-sons between the proportion of offenders within categories for
both years reveals consistent distributions in at least seven areas
anal-yzed (runaways, drugs, vandalism, assaul-t, larceny, breaking
and entering, auto theft). For reference to greater detail by county,
see TABLE II.
Ttre dispositions of the Juvenile arrests as reported by the law
enforcement agencies in South Carol-ina reveal a facet of documentation
that heretofore has been surnised, inferred, or speculated upon. Even
withstanding the fact that more dispositions were recorded than total
arrests (812 or 7 .57" more dispositions) due to some rnuJ-tiple di-spositions,
there is evidence to support herein the numbers and proportions of
arrests that are actuall-y referred to the juvenile court or probation
department as well as the great nurnber of cases that are handled within
the Law enforcement agencies themselves and the youth subsequentl-y
released. On a statewide base, it is apparent that almost 657" of the
arrests or dispositions made are to the juvenile courts or probation
departments. In only two counties, interestingly enough, one very snall
and one very 1arge, does this proportion fall below 501l of all- the
arrests made (Edgefield and Richland Counties). Conversely, the data
reported by the courts on their sources of referral indicated that for
fiscal- yeat L976, approximatel-y 577" of the courts'caseloads came from
1aw enforcement agencies. This may be interpreted that approximately
402 ot more of court cases are coming from other sources such as farn:iIy,
school, and other social agencies, whereas 357" of the 1aw enforcement
cases are handled in some other method rather than a referral to courE.
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By examLning the numbers of youth handled within the department
and released, it l-s apparent that on a statewide basis, approxirnately
287 of the law enforcement juveniLe arrests are so disposed of within
the agencles themsel-ves, r,rithout necessitating court action at that
tirne. Ttrese figures, onwhat might be realistj-cally called "diversionrtt
fluctuate greatly when each county is exarnined separately. The expecEation
night be that the largest number of cases handled wittrin the department
and released would occur either in a sma1l county where the offense
was not significant enough to bother processing through the court or
in a large county where there were nany other resources or juvenile
officers available who could assume counsel-ing activitj-es or infornal
disposition of the case. Ttre data indicates that this is not always
the case, although frequently this pattern does emerge. As an example,
in Richland County, over 427 of its cases were handled within the
department and released, in Greenvil-l-e over 24%, Horry over 412 and
Charleston 267". Ttrese are counties that night be expected to have
juvenile officers especially equipped to be handling diversionary methods.
On the other hand, Spartanburg, which does have a juvenile unit, only
handled within the department and released 9Z of their cases. Ttre very
sualL counties with a small caseload appeared to either handle the
majority of cases within the departruent and release them or else refer
a sizeable rnajority to the juvenile court for processing. As an example,
Barnwe1l released al-l of lts 3 cases and Edge'field released over hal-f
of its cases as did McCormick, but other small- c<-runties such as Allendale,
Cherokee, Chester, Chesterfield, Cl-arendon, Colleton, Fairfield, Hampton,
Newberry, and Saluda referred well over B0% of their cases to the
Juvenlle court
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On the basis of this UCR data, it would appear that the law
enforcement agencies referred very few cases to other social- agencies
(201- or L.7414 of all dispositior,"j.' with the exception of Hampton
County, which referred ovet 7% of its cases to other social agencies,
most of the referral-s to these agencies occurred in counties such as
Richl-and and Greenvil-le, where obviously more resources were available.
0n1y 1.45% of all the dispositions made were to other police agencies,
which would entail the transfer of a case from a city to a county
jurisdiction, prirnarily, or vice versa. ReferraLs to adult court
accounted for approximately 4% of all- the dispositions. It is assumed
that these were the cases involving mainly capital offenses' which
the l-ower courts fel-t disinclined to handle. The J-argest percentage
of this transfer of cases occurred in Georgetown, which accounted
for almost 35% of its cases, and sizeable percentages of cases were
noted in both Charleston and Kershaw Counties, accounting for over
L0% of their dispositions. Since no dispositional infonnation was
available frorn the l-975 Uniforrn Crime Report, no comparisons can be
drawn as to any trends apparent in the dispositional process.
III. COMPARISONS IN JWENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM
As has been mentioned previousl-y in this report, it is difficult
to correlate the various segments of the juveniLe justice systern in
South Carolina. However, an analyzation of the comparison of the nurnbers
and pereentage of juvenile population who are arrested' detained in jailt
referred through court and comrnitted by the court to the Reeeption
and Evaluation Center does ellcit some relevant information. In general,
for the state as a whol-e, the numbers and percentages of juvenile populatlon
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taken lnto custody are significantly larger than those reported to have
been detained ln jail- (LO,767 
- 
2.I%, arrests as compared to 7,72L - L.57"
detained). Logically, this would be expected since not all of those
Juveniles taken into custody woul-d necessarily be detained in jail facilities.
However, it will be noted frorn TABLE IV, that this pattern is inconsistent
in about fourteen counties, where detention figures are elevated from
those of arrests as reported by the UCR during the same period of time.
This is especially notable in Allendale, Chester, Co11eton, Dorchester,
Florence, Kershaw and Lexington counties. Based on these two sets of
data from two different reporting sources, it rnay be hypothesized that
nany more youths are being detained in jail from other sources than
1aw enforcement agencies, or else that l-aw enforcement agencies are
hoLding the youths in jail detention without actually forrnal booking.
It is true, as has also been previousl-y stated, that youth in detention
are held on charges of incorrigibiJity and truancy, which are apparently
not referred by law enforcement agencies, but it is difficult to believe
that those categories could, in fact, account for such disproportionate
figures. Better uniform definitions of charges which would hold constant
from 1aw enforcement through detention and through the courts would
undoubtedly enable us in the future to interpret more clearly this perplexing
situation. Another factor of consideration, of course, is not only uniform
definitions of charges but a uniform rnethodology of both booking and
detention which are statewide juvenile justice problems that currently
are being addressed.
Reference l-s also made in TABLB IV to the total- referral populatlon
of Juveniles through the court in calendar year L976. The most current
entlre statew-Lde report on juveniles processed through the court was
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compLl-ed l-n October for the fLscal year L976. By juxtaposing the last
six months of fiscal year 1976 with the first six rnonths of fiscal year
1977 which is now available, thereby providing the same time frame as
for the arrest and detention data, it is evident that the referrals
of Juveniles processed through court heavily outnumber those youth
el-ther arrested or detained in jail-. Although all- of the data pertaining
to the forty-six courts which process juvenil-es was not available,
by extrapolation of some data from the counties and projections from
others, it can readil-y be seen that the total popuLation processed
through the courts for calendar yeax L976 is very similar indeed to the
estimations reporEed for fiscal yeat 1976' or an approximation of
close to 17,000 youth. This represents approximately 3.214 of t}:re
juvenile popul-ation in the state in those age groups. This is to be
expected, since the court accepts referrals from many other sources than
law enforcement, although the lattel represents the major referral
source. However, it appears that there are a nunber of counties in
which the numbers referred through court are extremely high in relationship
to the state average. This is notable particulari-y in Chester, Clarendon,
Kershaw, Lancaster, Lexington, Oconee, and Spartanburg. Until exarnination
and definition is made of t'what a referral to court indicates'rr it is
difficult to nake any broad generalizations. For instance, an investi-
gation into the Clarendon Court procedures reveal-ed that, in fact,
the court, was acting as a crisis intervention center for all youth
with problems and therefore it becomes more readil-y understandable that
602 youth were "processed" through their court in 1976. It would be
better, perhaps, in order for the data to be more meaningful, that future
court reports only incorporate petitions and adjudications.
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Comnitments to the Reception and Evaluation Center are noted
in TABLE IV for fiscal year L976, since that is the most current data
available. However, based on p.revious experience with juvenile Justice
information, it ls considered that the figures would not dlffer greatly
if presented for the calendar year instead. It is apparent that only
about .327" of the juveniJ-e population in those age grouPs were cormitted
to the Reception and Eval-uation Center during that period of time.
Si-nce the R & E figures reflect almost in entirefy youth who have been
adjudicated through court, this represents about 9.87' of. the court
population. Ttr-e data was not available on a county distribution for
commitment to the correctional schools but the fiscal year 1976 data
indicates that approximately 689 youths were cornmitted by the court
during that period of time to the correctional schools. Ttris figure
represents approximatel-y 4% of the court population or approximately
.L37" of the total juvenile population of the state in that age grouP.
Ttrese figures have. remained relatively stable over the last several years.
It should be noted that the data presented in TABLE IV is not reflective
of a tracking nethodology, since there are so many discrepancies in the
definitions and reporting systems which are utilized. Nevertheless,
it does serve as a broad base for viewing the current situation in our
state "Juvenile justice system."
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The questions now to be addressed are what does all this data
mean, what can we infer fron it, where are the current problem areas'
and most of all, what do we do about them. This study of juveniles
taken into custody has broadened our base of knowledge in some areas.
It confirms the hypothesis that juvenile offender populations in
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South Carolina, whether considering those arrested, detained, or processed
through the courts, reflect very similar characteristics in distributions
of age, race and sex proportinately within each group. Further, from
study of the population comruitted to the Reception and Evaluation Center
and the correctional schools of the South Carolina Department of Youth
Services, it is apparent that the race variable, however, exhibits
considerable variance from these other groups in that the proportion of
black youth is greater (law enforcement, detention, and courts, 35-407"
black; R&E, 457( bLack; correctional schools , 527" black) . The sex and
age distribution of all the populations reflect similar proportions.
In exanining the offense data it i.s apparent that the proportions of
status offenders of all those taken into custody (I2.8%) differs vastly fron
those in deentlon (28"1), processed through court (2914) or prior to deinsti-
tutionalization procedures, R&E (35-40%). Ttre criteria for categories
of status offenders reeorded for UCR, however, as IJe know, is far less
conclusive than in other segments of the system.
The data also reflects for the first time, qirantitative figures 
i
on diversion efforts by law enforcement agencies which has been
previously unknown, as well as some documentation of law enforcement
referrals to the juvenile courts.
To maintain on the basis of this information that we are really
knowledgeable about the juveni.le justice system and its operations in
South Carolina would be rnisleading; to state that we have uniformity in our
reporting systems would be totally inaccurate; to assert that we have acquired
much expertise in interpreting the data collected also is based upon
the lin:itations of the data available in this state. Much less can we
begin to surmount these inherent problerns without uniform efforts . I
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Certain strides have been made and more are in view, but this data
illustrates decisively what cririnal justice and juvenile justice
experts 
.have been eurphasizing for many years: that the ,juvenile justice
system or criniflal jr-rstice systen, be that as it may, is composed of
various separate elements, and therefore a tracking through that systeu
becomes not only difficult but aLnost irnpossible to attain. Apparently,
at this point in time, we can only identify what appears to be occurring
in each segment and attemPt to interPret broadly the significance of
one component to another, as well as to the total juvenile population. These
problerns are compounded greatly by the cultural variances and practices
of the individual forty-six counties w-ithin each separate system so that
until some trniformity exists, will continue to plague us with the
question "what does all of this really mean?"
The data described indicates ttrat 28iL rDore youth are taken into
custody by law enforcement than reported detained in jai1. Since the
UCR also reports ttrat 28% of youth are ttdivertedil by 1aw enforcement
agencies, i,s there a correlation here? To infer this conclusion on
the available data bases would be grossly fallacious, although sorne
relevance is possible. If current data seens to reveal that the total
juvenile population is decreasing, reported arrests of juveniles are
decreasing, but that the court population and admissions to correctional
schools remain relatively stabl-e, mAy we infer that more serious offenses
are being corunitted by juveniles to bear out ttrese rates? Wtry then do
we have so many status offenders stil1 involved in the systems? (I2.BZ
of all juvenile arrests and 28"1 of those detained in jail.) So many
other questions also remain to be answered consj.dering this present data.
Are we really diverting youth and where? Has deinstitutionalizatj-on
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affected these populations? What has been the impact of social agencies
or Youth Service Bureaus? What is the effect of probation on the system?
Advancements have been made in the prourulgatlon of new natlonal
standards and goals and countless evaluation studies have attempted to
assess the current situations. A profusion of juvenile justice llterature
has also discussed siurilar issues. We are certainly not singular in
South Carolina in our frustrations and attemPts to understand the
fundamental lssues invol-ved in order to deal with then. But data
col-Lection of relevant inforuration in all these areas is in its lnfancy.
We cannot even yet uniforurly define such terms as "detentionr" "recidivismr"
ttjuvenile populationrtt ttdiversionrtt or ttstatus offender.tt Until- these
questions can be resolved, coupled with conformity to uniform praetices
and standards, we cannot hope to crystallize a solid base of knowledge
on which to build a better systen for the best interest of our juveniles.
TABLE i
JWENILES TAKEN INTO CUSTODY(ucR 
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22
98 81187 158
L2
01
64 s6
79 94
00
4L9, 373
44
Jd L]
11 8
11
39
oo )o
L4 18
co
2LL
23
53 55
6L2
346 280
61 50
12 L4
L37 L82
64
10
29
z+
zo
)U
0
27
25
)
22
30
ZJ
15
L2
20
2l
., /,
6
T2
L>
28
19
20
29
18
75
33
20
60
ot
38
15
50
2L
69
30
69
58
51
16
67
.+4
47
46
LI
13
15
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TASLE I
JWENILES TAKEN INTO CUSTODY(ucR 
- 
1976)
By County, Age, Race & Sex
COUNTY
To ta1
Juv.
Arres t
1976 Est.
Juv.
7-16 Arrest
AGE
LL_Lz L3_L4 15
Males
No. "l
Females
No. "l
RACE
Est. 7.
WB
6
Based on
(884s )
Mean
L4.69
L4.93
L4.37
13 .96
11, a
14.51
14.96
15.58
14. 30
r ? o7
13.9
15.09
74.04
14.58
74.57
1? qA
13.99
15.2
]-4.325
L4.325
Kershaw
Lancas ter
Laurens
Lee
Lexington
Marion
Marlboro
McCorni.ck
Newberry
0conee
Orangeburg
Pi.ckens
kichland
Saluda
Spartanburg
Sumter
Union
Williarsburg
York
]-0767 5r25]-9 2.LO
* The UCR data on race is through age 17 and does not
breakdown to age l-6 in nost cases. Ilowever, it has
deternlned that these approxlmate Percentages glven
through age 16 as wel1.
Total
445 980 3027 2714 3601 L0767 8220 76 2547
allow for the
been statistically
woul-d apply proportlonately
1,Ao/
L4250
(s40s )
)z
25
22
74
27
10
26
0
_i5
i5
19
L6
23
5
30
32
L7
0
27
72
77
53
47
81
45
6Z
7?
33
84
4J
30
63
4t
66
25
70
28
t, -7
53
t_9))
JJ
44
3B
27
67
L6
70
37
53
54
75
30
L7333743
06233841
s18223548
4L2547394
410L2L440
04t73036
00105
1r_938
0911118
L4 34 36 4L 60
l_6306589
99 249 674 443 570
02576
t7 68 232 205 331
23 25 70 56 80
15 t8 55 38 s8
00276
5 44 113 102 L29
]-2L
114
L28
14
237
80
87
6
22
39
185
191
20 35
20
8s3
255
184
15
393
82
86
100
L2
L72
72
64
6
74
150
IOI
15 71
19
599
L73
153
310
68
75
t6
86
90
1/,
100
64
85
81
84
11
95
tv
68
83
100
t9
39
28
28
2
65
8
z5
0
8
6
35
30
464
I
254
82
31
0
83
L,75
1.30
r_.41
. J.l
ltQ
1.33
L.44
.34
.4J
L.27
L.6 /
.7
2.64
L.44
3. 31
.19
2.39
I2L
11/,
L28
1/,
237
en
6
22
39
185
191
2035
20
853
255
184
15
393
69t5
8754
906 B
4169
r_849 3
6023
6044
1756
5069
7703
14591
L0227
39262
2872
32370
L7744
5551
7699
L6436
TABLE II
JWENILES TAKEN II{TO CUSTODY
(ucR 
- t_976)
By Offenses
Status+*
LL213L41515L718
Crirninal
TOTA l{o. | 7"
301 291 96.7
337 | 268 | :t9 .5
7 7 | 100.0
sSsl 5031 86.0
I I d/.)
3l 21 67.7
r79l 1561 92.8
2961 2321 18.4
4 | 100.0
14181 13201 93.1201 171 8s.0
791 781 98.7391 381 97.s
8 | r.00.0251 2sl 100.0
1871 1731 92.5
671 591 88.1
34 1 321 94.r18l L7l 94.4
8 | 100.0
227 1 190 1 83.7
431 43 1 100.0
12011 100i1 83.4
2401 2L9l 9L.2
411 361 87.8
656l| 4601 70.1281 r.7 l 60.7
*
19 No. | %
I
0
82
I
I
IJ
64
98
I
1
n
U
L4
8
0
JI
n
200
2I
t-v o
11
J.J
20.5
0.0
I'+.U
l.2.5
3 3.3
7.2
2L.6
00.0
6.9
1?
2.5
0.0
0.0
11.9
).o
0.0
16 .3
0.0
16 .6
8.8
L2.2
29,9
39 .3
9r05rOffensesL23Count
630000701l-l-00104
57 9 o L 4 21829L2 r 423 0 69 l-l 37
5000000000010000
L25 L6 L 2 L 2 11 59 L 72 4 26 0 82 0 103
3000000002010100
0000000010000101
24 31 0 0 4 016 2 4l-16 2 LL 1 55
27 7 L O L2 0 20 15 3 9 2 24 0 64 0 29
0000000000100000
53r 37 3 7 8247s 59 911 388 t 97 1138
6000000103113002
47300100001010103
4 0 .0 c 0 1 3 8 0 7 L 5 0 1 0 5
0r-00000000010003
4201000201020004
59 6 1 0 0 1L5 L4 0 9 LL4 0 l-4 0 22
26203013004040804
'3 o o o 2 0 0 3 0 4 | 2 0 2 0 6
100r1000100000101
7000000000000000
95 5 0 I l- 2 L20 0 5 6L6 I 29 0 8
20200000402040004
278 30 8 4 B 3 65 30 13 79 10 85 26 L74 33 L42
86 4 4 o 2 01r 2 r 6 4 s 0 21 0 27
6011001300023202
85 22 L 4 1 3 8 44 61 6 6 39 0 196 0 105
620000010001011 06
200
3 32L
000L70
010
000
011_6
r 225
000
4L399
002
040
001
001
l_01_
507
010
003
001
010
131
133
LL235
007
002]-27
010
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
'l
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
U
0
0
4
33
1
72
0
0
22
54
2L0
0
18
2
6
19
10
6
2
0
25
0
L64
60
18
65
0
AbbevilLe
Aiken
A1lenda1e
Anderson
Ramharo
Barnwell
Beaufort
Berkeley
Calhoun
Charles ton
Cherokee
Ches ter
Ches terfield
Clarendon
Colleton
Darlj.ngton
Di11on
Dorches ter
Edgefield
Fairfield
Florence
C,eorgetown
Greenville
Greenwood
Haxfipton
Horry
Jasper
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TABLE II
JWENILES TAKEN INTO CUSTODY
(ucR 
- 
.L976)
By 0ffenses
Offenses *t< Crirninal Status
L 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 ll- L2 13 L4 15 16 L7 18 l-9 20 21-Coun TOTA No. No.
Kershaw
Lancas ter
Laurens
Lee
Lexj-ngton
Mari-on
Marlboro
McCorruick
Newberry
0conee
Orangeburg
Pickens
Richland
Saluda
Spartanburg
Sumter
Union
Williansburg
York
11 30L20060811-041 131
20L2000792833011223
39 7 0 L 2 012 4 0 5 2l-3 1 0 L 7
5100020100100002
34 3 0 L 2 I 1 8 1 3 2 2 0 24 Lr29
13 l- 0 0 0 110 4 o 5 2 9 0 3 0 10111000032r62801118
1000001004000000
7 0 -0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 7
5001000700220205
91 5031293113s0803
39 0 0 1 3 2 330 1 34 5 12 0 5 7 30
535 58 3 7 15 L7 63 74 2 49 11 97 79 L54 40 355
'4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 9
277 16 1 3 5]-22572 477 835 0115 15 78
68 5 0 2 0 0 l- 8 r 2 t 4 0 60 7 64
40 3 o 0 I 223 4 0 7 4 9 0 2 0 15
701000000001-0001
103 L7 0 6 8 2 26 13 1 14 1 17 0 32 r 44
010
013
000
000
000
031
112
000
000
000
020
000
4 3 2LL
000
032
002
002
001
u44
212
019
133
02
5 r_J
82L
00
01
510
34s
316
20 328
22
28 77
426
11 61
IJ
15 .85
I2L
114
r28
IT
237
80
87
22
39
185
191
2035
20
853
255
184
15
80
103
L27
74
213
77
tb
19
777
186
180 2
18
156
195
182
15
14, 1
66.r
90 .3
99 .2
100 .0
AOq
96.2
87 .4
100 .0
86.4
94.9
97 .4
88.6
onn
86 .5
lo.>
98.9
100 .0
9r .9
11
I
0
3
1l_
n
J
2
8
5
ZJJ
z
115
60
2
0
33 .9
9.7
a
0.0
10.r
rz.o
0.0
13 .6
q.J
11 .4
10 .0
13 .5
23.5
1.1
0.0
R1
TOTALS to sg iI t'tr,s L573 2830 275 29 51 79 84 423 559 118 451- 94 579 L23 L259 r22 1532 L0767 tJt.1 7.1 1382 12.8
OFFENSES KEY
* Status Offenses 1 - Murder 8 - Arson 15 - Liquor Laws2-Rape 9-Forgery&Counterft. L6 -DUI
* rncrudes Drunkenness i : lllliil l? : ij:i:l"ProPertY i3 : 3;?l*'ltL::::fr;
5 
- 
Breaking and Enterlng 12 
- 
Vandalisn 19 - Runaway
6 
- 
Larceny 13 
- 
Drugs 20 
- 
Offenses Against Fanily & CLildren
7 
- 
Auto Th-eft 14 
- 
Sex Offenses ?L * Other
TABLE II]
JWENILES TAKEN INTO CUSTODY(ucR 
- 1976)
By Dispositions
COUNTY No. No.
To ta1 Total
ogitions Arres
Abbeville
Aiken
Al1enda1e
Anderson
Banberg
Barnwell
Beaufort
*Berkeley
Calhoun
J.Cnarles ton
Cherokee
Ches ter
Ches terfield
Clarendon
Colleton
*Darlington
Di11on
Dorchester
*Edgefield
*Fairfield
Florence
Georgetown
*Greenville
Greenwood
Haupton
*florry
Jasper
72
62
1
204
2
J
51
J4
:ee
4
6
7
1
67
13
11
1
57
472
J!+
zit
10
17
273
6
359
4
1t-8
26L
4
881
l_o
73
29
23
'l_12
52
26
9
10
150
25
L22L
201_
Jt'
381
18
58.62
81.01
Qq 70
6L.37
50.00
65.92
87.88
100.00
59.45
.80.00
92.40
80 .56
87.50
100 .00
)6. v)
77.62
76.47
45.00
90.91
7L.77
lo.r4
62.94
83. 75
92,68
56 .11
64,29
rl:z
olos
L.28
r.os
s. rq
L,25
7 ,3r
0.15
0.59
2.05
25.00
z.go
rlos
t.49
o.as
U.JI
0 .83
1.33
0.34
ro. rg
t.49
2.94
o.+e
34. 88
9.28
1 na
29
53t
8
179
297
r482
20
79
JO
8
t5
190
67
2./,
2A
11
209
43
t940
240
4T
679
28
30
JJI
585
8
J
- L79
4
t_418
20
tv
39
8
25
187
67
'2. /,
I6
8
227
4J
1 201
4L
6s6
28
41.38
18 .40
t4.29
1.1, a'r
25.00
100 .00
34.08
TT,49
26.r8
20 .00
/.ou
L9.44
1t qn
l-9.40
20.59
55.00
ono
27 .27
6.98
/4. JJ
L4.I7
41. 38
35 .71
2
19
:
d
1
:
6
2
9
61
J
1
1
z
it
z
43
z
1
15
180
7
TABLE IIl
JWENILES TAKEN INTO CUSTODY?age2 (UCR-1976)
By DisPositions
*K
*s
*Yo
* Coutleg shoulnA @re illsPosl,tlodE t}latr affestd
State Total 8I2 ot 7.542 Dre dlsPosltloEs Or"""au, *r,
f *""t"U *an- Departoent anit leleaseil
2 Referred !o Juvenlle Coult o! Probatlon DePArtnent
J ReJelred to soclal Agency
4 Beferred to other Po1lce AsscY
5 Referled to Adult court
COUNTY
I
No o/
2
No. No.
4No. Z No.
To ta1
oos it
Total
Arres ts
ershaw
Lancas ter
Laurens
Lee
Lexington
Marion
Marlboro
McCornick
Newberry
Oconee
0rangeburg
Pickens
Rlchland
Saluda
Spartanburg
rSumter
Union
Williansburg
rYork
55
15
16
3
6J
l_o
22
J
z
9
46
69
868
?o nl
.LJ.IO
15 .84
23.08
34.87
20 .00
25.29
50.00
9 .09
23.08
24.86
I,A 
")4Z.b)
10.00
9 .L4
30.08
26.63
20.00
20.95
'1p
77
49
3
84
70
99
81
10
t_5 3
59
64
J
IY
'ln
139
108
946
18
754
L72
135
11
311
49.64
86 .84
80. 20
76.92
64 .29
73.75
,/J.fo
50.00
86 .36
76.92
75.L4
56 .84
46.49
90.00
88 .39
-o t.Lt
73.37
73. 33
77,56
z. lv
l, 1t
0.39
4
?u
I
:
0.71
0 .84
62
18
2
t 11
n7c
0 .50
15 10.64
3.96
5
9
OJ
3
4
1
3
6.25
'-''
4.74
3.09
U.JO
1.56
0.74
1 t,1
IL4
101
l-J
238
80
87
6
22
r85
190
20 35
20
853
256
184
15
401
L2L
114
128
14
237
80
6t
6
22
39
185
191
20 35
20
853
255
J-O+
15
393
TOTALS 3241 27.99 7496 64.74 20L L.74 L68 L,45 473 4.08 115 79 L0767
TABLE IV
JWENILES TAK,EN INTO CUSTODY
Comparison of Juvenile Arrests, Detention, Court Referrals & Cormnitment to R&E
BY County
COUlIfi
ARRESTED(UCR) l-976 DETEMION 1976 TOTAL REF. TO COIJRT 1976
7" of
COMMITTED R&E FYI76
7. of"l of
Nr:mber
%of
Juy Po
70
1. B3
.36
3.01
.08
1.83
2.01
.17
2.85
.28
1..36
.L4
.43
r..6 8
1.01
.46
.19
2.64
2,56
L.27
4.66
1.08
Nuuher Juy P Nurnher Juv Juv Po
Abbeville
A1ken
*A11enda1e
Anderson
Barrberg
*Barnwe11
Beaufort
Berkeley
Calhoun
Charleston
Cherokee
*Chester
*Ches terfield
*Clarendon
*Co11eton
Darlington
*Di11on
i<Dorches ter
Edgefield
Fairfield
rkFlorence
Georgetown
GreenvlLLe
Greenwood
Hanrpton
*IIorry
*Jasper
30
337
)o)
8
3
L79
296
4
141_8
20
79
39
8
25
187
OI
34
18
8
227
43
LzOL
240
4t
oJo
28
8
zt5
28
357
1
6
125
207
0
920
10
51
28
186
v5
93
OT
2
J40
z4
420
ro2
2L
664
3L
,-l
r.47
L.+4
J-. OJ
.UJ
.17
l_.28
l_ . .+u
0
1.84
1/,
2.35
.72
.48
J.IO
1.41
ql
0
1 QQ
.JJ
1.1
.65
L.2
90
632
zo
883
N.A.
N.A.
oYt
350
N.A.
N.A.
3.4
1.3
4.5
N.A.
N.A.
7.1
2.4
N.A.
N.A.
2.L
5.9
T,7
IU.J
3.5
r.o
.72
l_ .9
2.4
L.4
3.3
o7
1n
?R
L.2
'L.t
L.4
6
64
8
)d
4
L4
z5
46
5
163
zo
37
25
1,0
51
50
q
18
13
L2
57
40
L2L
4
40
1
.16
.35
.41
.3
.r2
.4
. z.+
. .31
,t
.33
.Jt
.64
15
.17
. 
t+)
NQ
.26
?l
.27
.58
.L2
.28
.04
76 (6 no)
116 (4 mo)
118
602
l-04 (6 mo)
202
I
138
59
615
7l
t379
3s9
39
273
15(5 mo)
Page 2
COUNlY
TABLE IY
JUVENILES TAKEN TNTQ CUSTODY
Comparison of Juvenile Arrests, De.tention,,Court.P,eferralF &.Connitmg{r!-to BFE
By County
DETENTION ]-976 TOTAL REF. TO COURT 1976ARRESTED(UCR) 1976
7" of 7of
COMMITTED R&E IY'76
7of7" of
Juv Po
Kershaw
Lancas ter
Laurens
*Lee
*Lexington
Marion
Marlboro
McCormick
Newberry
*Oconee
Orangeburg
Pickens
Rj.chland
Saluda
Spartanburg
Sumter
Union
Willlansburg
York
Nr:mber Juv
L.75
'r 1n
L.4L
1.28
L.33
t,44
.J+
.43
.51
L.27
1.87
5 .18
.7
z. o.+
L.44
3.31
.19
2.39
Number Juv Number
39
29
11
69
6
10
1
a{
28
JJ
1t,
61
1
84
61
39
20
60
T"rr P
.L+Z
7,t
.26
.1
.17
t9
.JO
.LJ
.JJ
.22
.24
.zo
.70
.37
L2L
LL4
L28
L4
237
80
87
6
22
39
185
191
2035
20
853
255
r.84
15
393
295
106
60
2L
357
53
74
2
20
55
108
183
IJIO
330
L63
31
t2
255
4.3
L.2L
.67
.50
1.93
.BB
L.22
.11
.39
.7L
l_.78
6?
L.02
.92
.)o
.L6
1.55
7.4
6.8
t,4
5.5
.71
.08
L.7
L.4
4.6
2.4
2.0
2.4
1R
4.9
2.9
N.A.
.95
2,9
513
595
58
425 (5 mo)
5
30
72
358
345
l-20 ( 7 no)
957
52
l_600
52L
N.A.
73
473
STATE TOTAI (projected +2000
for excluded
counties)
*excludlng Charleston' Bamberg, Barnwe11, Calboun and Union
JTryENILES TAKEN INTO CUSTODY IN SOUTI1 CAROLINA
Individual- County RePorts
Based on
Uniforrn Crj-me Reports ' L976
LAW ENFORCEMENT STATISTICS
Abbevillu d Covered
General Information:
ThirtY
as indicated
arrests were
or 70.0% offor the next
(30) juveniles were arrested d.uring this l2-month period
'UV'ttt" Uniform Crime Report' The largest number of
made uy auueviri- city -police Dept. , accounting for 21
the total. Abbeville bounty Sheriff's Office accounted
-iargest (5 or 16.672). (See Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for o'79? of the estimatedjrrterrii" poplri"li"" '3776) ior Abbeville County during I976'
of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 27 or 90'0il
and females for 3 or 10.0?'
The most frequent age of arrest was Il--l,2' accounting fOr 9 or
3O.O? of the total. Ages ri-rar 15 and 16 each accounted for 7 or
23.332 of the total. The averagle age was 13'83 years' (see Tabte II)
The race distribution reveals that 19 0r 42'22% were whites and
26 0r 57 .76% were blacks. rrti" distribution includes some 17 year
olds. (See Table lII)
The largest single category,in_the offense distribution was
Vandalism with 7 or 23.332 oi.if offenses' Larceny was the next
mostfrequentoffense,ut"ot"'tingf9I9ot20'O%ofthetotal'fol-
Iowed by nr"-fitg-i-fntering (4 6r-13.33i3) ' Status offenders ac-
counted for I or 3.33% of tfre total. Runaway was the only status
offense recorded. (See Table II)
only 29 of the total juvenile arrests were recorded as to dis-positions. The most rt"q,r3rrt-aisposition was Referred to Juvenile
Court or probation Dept., iccounting for I7 or 58'62% of the total
number of dispositions. The next most frequentr-Handled within
Departmerrt .rrh Released, accounted for 12 6t 41. 38 Z of the total '(See Table IV)
TABLE
Distribution of Juvenile Arrests
Abbevl-l-le County
Period of: Jan-Dec L975
Law Enforcement enct-es
Juveniles Arrested
Abbeville Sheriff 's Office
Abbeville City P. D.
Calhoun Falls P. D.
Abbeville S.C.H.P.
5
2L
3
l_
TOTAL
Estimated Juvenile PoPulation
Percentage Juveniles Arrested
30
L976 3776
(12 mos.) 0.798
l0 & Under II-12
TAtsLE II
Distribution of Juvenile Offut"E-U. trg=-t S.*
AGE & SEX
15 IO13- 14
Abbeville CountY
Period of : Jan'Dec I976
Total
Of fens es
liurder
Rape
Robbe
A^^-,.'l tsal55dU!L
Breakin & Enteri-n
ilraSt
Auco Theft
Arson
Fo rge r & Countft.
Stolen Pro
hreaoons
Vandalism
Druqs
Sex Offenses
Licr uor Laws
DUI
D i so rderl Cond.
*Curfew & Loiteri
*Runawa
Offenses Agains t
ChildrenFanr-ily &
Other
TOTAL
*Status Offenses - I or 3.33?
Mean Age: 13.83
Ilale Female TOTAL
TABLD IIT
Distribution of Juvenile
Abbevllle County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
Race
L7 year olds )
TotaIWhite BIackOffenses
Offenses(IncIudes
Murder
Robbery
Assault
10B&E
LarcenY
Auto Theft
Arson
& Counterft.
Oraot"n Propert
I^Jeapons
Vandal-ism
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUI
0DisorderlY Conduct
*Curfew & Loiterin
*Runawa
Offenses Against
ChildrenFamilv &
Other
19TOTAL
*Status 1
26 45
Abbevllle County
Period of: Jan-Dec I976
TABLE IV
Dispositions bv Law Enforcement of Juveniles
Disposition Numbbr
l. Handled within Department & Released
2. Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation Department
3. Referred to Social AgencY
4. Referred to other Police AgencY
5. Referred to Criminal or Adu1t Court
17
TOTAL 29
LAW ENFORCEMENT_ lEtrlSrrcqAiken County, Jan-Dec I9f6- PerfoA covered
General fnformation:
Three hund.recl thirty-seven (337) juveniles were arrested during
this l2-month period as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report. The
largest number of arrests were made by Aiken Sheriff's Dept., ac-
co,rititg for 199 or 59.05? of the total. Aiken Police Dept. accounted
for the next largest (114 or 33.833) - (See Table r)
The total number of arrests accounts for 1.83? of the estimatedjuvenile population (18,460) for Aiken county during 1976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 256 or
75.962 and females for 81 or 24.042.
The most frequent age of arrest was i6, accounting for 1-27 or
37.68e" of the totil-. Age 15 accounted for Bl or 24.04% of the total-
The average age was J.4.48 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 3]-B or 66.67? were whites
and 159 or 33.33% were blacks. This distribution includes some I7year o1ds. (See Table IIr)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
',runaway" with 69 or 20.48? of all offenses. "Larceny" was the next
most frequent offense, accounting for 57 or 16.91% of the total'
followed by "other" (37 or 10.98%). Status offenders accounted for
69 or 20.48? of the total. "Runaway" was the only status offense
reported. It should be noted that some status offenses may be cate-goiized as "otherr" together with some criminal offenses. (See Tabl-e II)
AIl 337 juvenile arrests were recorded as to dispositions. The
most frequent disposition was "referred to Juvenile Court or Proba-
tion Depirtmentr" accounting for 273 or B1.0IU of the total number
of dispositions. The next most frequent, "handled within department
and released," accounted for 62 or 18.40? of the total. (See Table IV)
Alken County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE I
Distribution of Juvenile Arrests Law Enforcement encles
Aiken
Aiken
North
Aiken
Sheriffr s Office
P. D.
Augusta P. D.
s.c. H.P.
Juveniles Arrested
199
114
22
2
TOTAL
Estimated Juvenile PoPulation
Percentage Juveniles Arrested
337
t976 18,460
(12 mos.) 1.838
10 & Under I7-72
Aiken CountY
Period of: Jan-Dec l-976
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenile Off"r".:_b)L igt_!_S.I
AGE & SEX
13-14 15 I6 Total
Offenses MM Male Female TOTAI,
Murder
Rape
Robbe
A^^-,,1+
Breakins&Enterins 1 0 3 0 9 0 7 0 3332
Larceny405110 16 574Z
Auto Theft
Arson
Forger & Countft.
Vandalism
Sex Offenses
Disorderly Cond.
*Curfew & Loilerin
'tRunawa
0ffenses
Familv &
Agains t
Cirildren 11
370ther
TOTAL
*Status Offenses 
-
r;o11
80 or 23.742
Mean Agez l--4.48
2375 942061 33 2s6 81 337
TABLE IIT
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses Race
Aiken County
Period of: Jan-Dec ]-976
TotaIWhite BlackOffenses
Murder
Rape
Robbery
3023Assault
481632B&E
Larcen 78
L4Auto Theft
Arson
Fraud,
Forgery & Counterft.
23Vandalism
69
22Drunkenness
Liquo:: Laws
1l_
33Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew & Loiterin
*Runawa
Offenses
Familv &
Against.
Children T2
4837 11Other
TOTAL
*Status 
- 
82 or :-.7.22
318 Is9 477
.l
TABLE IV
Dispositions bv Law Enforcement of Juvenil'es
Alken County
Period of : .fan-Dec L97 6
62
273
1. Handled within Department & Released
2. Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation DePartment
3. Referred to Social AgencY.
4. Referred to other Police AgencY
5. Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
0
2
0
Disposition
TOTAL 337
LAW ENFORCEI\,IENT STATTSTTCS
Allendale County, Jan-Dec L976 Period Covered
General Tnformation
Seven (7) juveniles were arrested during this 12-month period
as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report. The largest number of
arrests were made by Allendale Police Department, accounting for
5 or 7l-.432 of the total. Allendale Sheriff's Office accounted for
the next largest (2 or 28.5720. A1lendale Highway Patrol reported
having made no arrests (See Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for 0.36% of the estimatedjuvenile population (L943) for Allendale County during I976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 5 or 7I.432
and females for 2 or 28.572.
The most frequent age of arrest was 16, accounting for 3 or
42.86e" of the total. Age 15 accounted for 2 or 28.572 of the total.
The average age was 15.0 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 2 or 25.008 were whites
and 6 or 75.00? were blacks. This distribution includes some
17 year o1ds. (See Table IfI)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
"larceny" with 5 or 7I.432 of all offenses. No status offenders were
reported as being arrested. (See Table II)
AIt 7 juvenile arrests were recorded as to dispositions. The
most frequent disposition was "referred to Juvenile Court or Proba-
tion Departmentr" accounting for 6 or 85.722 of the total- number ofdispositions. The next most frequent, "handled within department
and releasedr " accounted for only 1 or 1-4.28% of the total. (See
Table IV)
ALlendale County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE
Distribution of Juvenile Arrests bv Law Enforcement Agencies
No. Juveniles Arrested
Allendale
ALLendale
AlLendale
Sheriffr s Office
P. D.
s.c.H.P. 0
TOTAL
Estimated Juvenile Population
Percentage Juveniles Arrested
L976 1943
(12 mos.) 0.368
l0 & Under TL-72
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses by Age & Sex
AGE & SEXtg-ta-- ts L6
Allendale County
Period of: Jan-Dec I976
Total
Offenses
Ilurder
Rape
Robber
l ^^ ^,.I In5J du! L
Breakin & Enterin
Larcen
Auto Theft
d! 
-vrl
F nrop & CounLft
Stolen Pro
I'i eap ons
Vandalism
Drues
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUI
Disorderl Cond.
*Curfew & Lo i terin
*Runawa
Offenses Agains t
ChildrenFaurily &
Other
TOTAL
*Status Offenses (none)
15 .0
MM I'IaIe Female TOTAL
Mean Age:
Offenses
TABLE III
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses
Al-lendale County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
Race
TotaIWhite Black
Murder
Assault
B&E
Larceny
Auto Theft
Arson
Forgery & Counterft.
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew & Loiteri
*Runawa
Offenses Against.
ChildrenFamilv &
Other
TOTAL
*Status (none)
Allendale County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE TV
Dispositions bv Law .Bnforcement of Juvenil'es
1. Handled within Department & Released
2. Referred to Juvenile Court orProbation Department
3. Referred to Social Agency
4. Referred to other police Agency
5. Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
Disposition
7
LAW ENFORCEMENT STATTSTICS
Anderson d Covered
General fnformation:
Five hundred eighty-five (585) juveniles were arrested during
this l2-month period as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report.
The largest number of arrests were made by Anderson County Sheriff'sOffice, accounting for 306 or 52.3Ie" of the total. Anderson City
P. D. accounted for the next largest (260 or 44.442). Iva P. D.
and West Pel-zer P. D. reported having made no arrests. (See Table
I)
The total number of arrests accounts for 3.01? of the esti-
mated juvenile population (L9,429) for Anderson County during I976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 435 or
74.36? and females for 150 or 25.642.
The most frequent age of arrest was 16, accountj-ng for 189
or 32.312 of the total. Age 15 accounted for 158 or 27.012 of
the total. The average age was L4.49 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 657 or 79.64% were whites
and 168 or 20.36? were blacks. This distribution .includes some 17year olds.. (See Tab1e III)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
Larceny with 1-25 or 2I.372 of all offenses. Runaway was the next
most frequent offense, accounting for 82 or 1-4.022 of the total,
followed by Assault and Liquor Laws (72 or L2.3IZ each). Status
offenders accounted for 82 or 14.022 of the tota1. Runaway was
the only status offense recorded. (See Table II)
A11 585 juvenile arrests were recorded as to dispositions.
The most frequent disposition was Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation Dept., accounting for 359 or 6I.37 ? of the total number
of dispositions. The next most frequent, Handled within Depart-
ment and Released, accounted for 204 or 34.872 of the total.(See Table IV)
TABLE
Anderson County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
306
260
11
3
3
0
0
2
Anderson Sheriffr s Office
Anderson CitY P. D.
Be1ton P. D.
Honea Path P. D.
Williamston P. D.
Iva P. D.
West Pelzer P. D.
Anderson S.C.H.P.
Distribution of Juvenile Arrests bv Law Enforcement Aqencies
No. JuveniLes ArresteQ
TOTAI,
Estimated Juvenile PoPulation
Percentage iluveniles Arrested
585
L976 L9,429
(12 mos.) 3-018
10 & Under
TABLE II
Dl-stribution of Juvenile Offenses by Age & Sex
AGE & SEXrs-ta- ts 16
Anderson County
Perlod of: Jan-Dec L976
Total1l-12
0f fenses
Murder
RaPe
Robber
Assault
BreakLn & Enterln
Larce
Auto Theft
Arson
Forqe & Countft.
Stolen Pro rt
Weapons
Vandallsrn
Drugs
Sex Offenses
Llouor Laws
DUI
Disorderlv Cond.
*Curfew & Lolterln
*Runawa
Offenses Againsl
Fanllv & ChLldren
Other
TOTAL
*Status Offenses-
Male Feroale
435 150
TOTAI
L25
585
72
t6
82 or 14
Mean
1
.022
Age: L4.49
124 ]-47
Offenses
Anderson County
Period of: Jan-Dec l-976
TABLE III
pistribution of Juvenile Of-{eqseF !y= Race
@r'o1ds)
White Black Itrota1
Murder
Rape
Assault
54 33 B7B&E
Auto Theft
Arson
& Counterft.
OtolenProperty 1 0 2
Vandalism
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
18
57Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew & Loiterin
*Runawa
-Offenses
Familv &
Against
Children
102 23Other t25
*Status 
- 83
657 168 825TOTAI,
Anderson County
Period of: Jan-Dec Lg76
TABLE IV
Dispositions bv Law Enforcement of Juveniles
i.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Handled within Department & ReLeased
Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation Department
Referred to Socia1 AgencY
Referred to other Police AgencY
Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
204
3s9
I
L2
2
TOTAL 585
t
LAW ENFORCEMENT STATISTICS
Bamberg d Covered
General Information:
Eight (8) juveniles were arrested during this 12-month period
as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report. The largest number of
arrests were made by Bamberg Polj-ce Department, accounting for 7 or
87.58 of the total. Bamberg Sheriff's Office accounted for the next
largest (1 or 12.52). Denmark P. D. and Bamberg S.C.H.P. reported
having made no arrests. (See Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for 0.24% of the estimatedjuvenile population (3317) for Bamberg County during I976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 4 or 50.0?
and females for 4 or 50.03.
The most frequent age of arrest was 16, accounting
62.52 of the total. Age 15 accounted for 2 or 25.0% of
The average age was 15.44 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 4 or 40.0% were
6 or 60.03 were blacks. This distribution includes some
olds. (See Table rlr)
for 5 or
the tota1.
whites and
17 year
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
"larceny" with 3 or 37.58 of all offenses. "Drunkenness" was the
next most frequent offense, accounting for 2 or 25.02 of the total.Status offenders accounted for 1 or 12.52 of the total. "Runaway"
was the only status offense reported. (See Table II)
A11 8 juvenile arresLs were recorded as to aispositio.r=. The
most frequent disposition was "referred to Juvenile Court or Proba-tion Departmentr" accounting for 4 or 50.0? of the total number ofdispositions. The next most frequent, "handled within department
& released" and "referred to other Polj-ce Agencyr" each accountedfor 2 or 25.A% of the totaI. (See Table IV)
Bamberg County
Period of: Jan-Dec 1976
TABLE
Distribution of JuveniLe Arrests bv Law Enforcement Agencies
Bamberg
Bamberg
Denmark
Bamberg
Sheriffrs office
P. D.
P. D.
s.c. H.P. 0
No.,fuveniles Arrested
TOTAL
Estimated Juvenile PoPulation
Percentage Juveniles Arrested
t976 3317
(12 mos. ) 0.24t
I0 & Under
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEXt:-r4-- ts 16
MF
Bamberg CountY
Period of: Jan-Dec l-976
To ta1II-72
Male FeuaIe TOTALOf fens es
Drunkenness
Murder
Raoe
Robber
A^^^,,1 +n5>du! L
Breakin & Enterin
Larcen
Auto Theft
dtSvtl
For ser & Countft.
Stolen Pr
Weapons
Vandalism
Dru
Sex Offenses
Li uor Laws
DUI
Diso rderl Cond.
*Curfew & Loiteri-n
*Runawa
Offenses Against
ChildrenFanr-lly &
0ther
TOTAL
*Status Offenses
- 
1 or L2.5"1
Mean Agez L5.44
TABLE III
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses by Race
* (rncludes 17 year
Banberg CountY
Period of : Jan-Dec 1976
olds )TotaIWhite BIackOffenses
Murder
Robbery
Assault
B&E
LarcenY 0
Auto Theft
Arson
Forgery & Counterft.
Stolen P ert
Weapons
Vandalism
Sex Offenses
Drunkenness
DUI
Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew c Loiterin
*Runawa
'Offenses Against.ChildrenFamilv &
Other
TOTAL
*Status- I or 10.08
IO
Bamberg County
Period of: Jan-Dec L97 6
TABLE IV
1. Handled within Department & Released
2. Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation Department
3. Referred to Social AgencY
4. Referred to other Police AgencY
5. Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
Dispositions bv Law Enforcement of Juvenil'es
2
Disposition
TOTAL I
LAW ENFORCBMEIJT STATISTICS
Barnwell d Covered
General Information:
Only three (3) juveniles were arrested during this 12-monthperiod as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report. The largest number
of arrests were made by Blackville Police Department, accounting for
2 or 66.67s. of the tota1. Barnwell Sheriff's Office accounted for
the next largest (1 or 33.334). Barnwell P.D., Williston P.D., and
Barnwell S.C.H.P. reported having made no arrests. (See Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for 0.08% of the estimatedjuvenile population (3533) for Barnwell County during I976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for all 3 of the
arrests made. There were no females arrested.
The most frequent age of arrest was J--6, accounting for 2 or
66.672 of the total. Age 15 accounted for 1 or 33.334 of the total-
The average age was 15.67 years. (See Table II)
The race d.istribution reveals that 1 or 33.333 were whites and
2 or 66.678 were blacks. (See Table IfI)
Each of the 3 juveniles arrested committed a different offense.
Only one (1) status offender (runaway) was arrested. The other of-
fenses committed were "sex offenses" and "other." (See Tab1e rr)
A11 3 juvenile arrests were recorded as to dispositj-ons. A11
3 were "handled within Department and released." (See Table IV)
Barnwel-L County
TABLE r 
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
Distribution of Juvenile Arrests bv Law Enforcement Aqencies
Asency No. Juveniles Arrested
Barnwell Sheriffrs Office
Barnwell P. D.
Williston P. D.
Blackville P.D.
Barnwell S.C.H.P.
I
0
0
TOTAL
Estimated Juvenile Population L976 3533
Percentage Juveniles Arrested (12 mos.) 0.08t
I0 & Under LL-72
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses by Age & Sex
AGE & SEXt:-ra- rs 16
Barnwell County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
Total
0ffenses
Murder
Rape
Robber
A^^^,,1F
Breakin & EnEeri
Larcen
Auto Theft
Arson
tr'n roor & Countft
Stofen Pro
I{eap ons
Vandalism
Druqs
Sex Offenses
Licuor Laws
DUI
Disorderl Cond.
*Curfew & Loiterin
*Runawa
Offenses Against
Familv & Children
Other
TOTAL
*Status Offenses - l- or 33.333
Female TOTAL
Mean Age:. 15.67
Offenses
TABLE' III
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses Race
Black
Barnwel-l- County
Period of: Jan-Dec I976
TotalWhite
Murder
Robber
Assault
B&E
Larcen
Auto Theft
Arson
Counterft.
Stolen
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUI
Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew & Loiterin
*Runawa
Offenses Against.
ChildrenFamilv &
Other
TOTAL
*Status- lor 33.33t
TABLE IV
1. Handled within Department & Released
2. Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation DePartment
3. Referred to Social AgencY
4. Referred to other Police AgencY
5. Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
Barnwell CountY
Period of: Jan-Dec 1976
Dispositions bv Law 'Elforcement of Juvenil'es
Disposition
3
LAW ENFORCEMENT STATISTICS
BeauforL I6d Covered
General Information:
One hundred seventy-nine (179) juveniles were arrested during
this l2-month period as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report- The
largest number of arrests were made by Beaufort Police Department'
acc6unting for 170 or 94.g? of the total. Beaufort Sheriff's Office
accounted for the next largest (g or 5.0%). Port Roya1 P'D' and
Beaufort s.c.H.P. reported having made no arrests. (see Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for 1.8% of the estimatedjuvenile population (9,779 ) for Beaufort County during L976 '
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 130 or 72-62
and females for 49 or 27.42-
The most frequent age of arrest was 15, accounting for 56 or
3I.3? of the totai. Age 13-14 accounted for 54 or 30.12 of the total.
The average age was 13.9 years- (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 128 or 61.5? were whites andg0 or 38.5? were blacks. This distribution includes 17 year olds.(See Table III)
The greatest number of offenses fell into the category of "other"(those noi. listed elsewhere) with 55 or 30.7% of all offenses. "Lar-
ceny was the next most frequent offense' accounting for 24 or L3'42
of lne total, followed by fbreaking & entering" (22 or 12'22)'
,,Runaway" was the largest single category of the,status offenses,
account-ing for 11 or Aa.A% of the total number of status offenses.
It should be noted. that some status offenses are categorized as
"otherr,' together with some criminal offenses. (See Table II)
AI1 I7g juvenile arrests were recorded as to dispositions. - The
most frequent disposition was "referred tr; Juvenile Court_ or Proba-
tion Depirtmentr" accounting for ll$ or 65.9% of the total number
of dispbsitions. The next most frequent, "handled within Department
and released," accounted for 61 or ia.fA of the total' (See Tab1e IV)
Beaufort County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE
Distribution of Juyenile Arrests bv Law Enforcement Agencies
No. Juveniles Arrested
Beaufort Sheriffrs Office
Beaufort P. D.
Port Royal P. D.
Beaufort S.C. H.P.
9
170
0
0
TOTAL
Estimated Juvenile PoPulation
Percentage Juveniles Arrested
L79
L976 9,779
(L2 mos. ) 1.88
l0 & Under I1-T2
Beaufort CountY
Period of : Jtin-D-:c L976
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
IO Total13-14 15
Of fenses
Drunkenness
Murder
Rape
Robbe
A^^^,.1 F
Breakin & Enterin
Larce
Auto Theft
Arson
Fo rqe & Countft.
Stolen Pro
Weapons
Vandalism
Dru
Sex Offense
Liquor Laws
DUI
Diso rderl Cond.
*Curfew & Loiteri
*Runawa
Offenses Agains t
ChildrenramLtv 0
0ther
TOTAL
*Status Offenses - L3 or 7.27"
Mean Age: 13.9
Male Female TOTAL
16
Offenses
Beaufort County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE IIT
Distribution of J ce
r olds)
TotaIWhite BIack
runkenness
Assault 11 16
3A1519B&E
Auto Theft
Arson
Forgery & Counterft.
StoIen Propert
Weapons
Vandalism
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUI
I6Disorderly Conduct
*Curfew & Loiterl-n
Runawa
Offenses
Family &
Against.
Children
56t442Other
80TOTAL
*Status
L28 208
TABLE IV
Handled within Department & Released
Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation DePartment
Referred to Social AgencY
Referred to other Po1ice AgencY
Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
Beaufort County
Period of: Jan-Dec 1976
Dispositions bv Law Enforcem.ent of Juvenil'es
3.
4.
5.
Disposition
r79
J
LAW ENFORCEMENT STATISTICS
Berkeley a Covered
General Information:
Two hundred ninety-six (296) juveniles were arrested during
this l2-month period as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report. The
largest number of arrests were made by Berkeley Sheriff's Office,
accounting for 255 or 86.15% of the total. Moncks Corner Police
Departmen! accounted for the next largest (22 or 7.432) . (See Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for 2.0l-% of Lhe estimatedjuvenile population (l-4,702) for Berkeley County during L976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 22I or'14.66e;
and females for 75 or 25.342.
The most frequent age of arrest was 15, accountj-ng for 94 or
3I.76% of the total. Age 16 accounted for 81 or 27.362 of the tc't-al-
The average age was 14.29 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 255 or 85.28? were whites and
44 or :-4.722 were blacks. This distribution includes some 17 year
olds. (See Table III)
The largest single category in the offense dist::ibution was
,'runaway" wif.h 64 or 2I.622 of lf f offenses. "Breaking & entering"
was the next most frequent offense, accounting for 54 or l-8.24% of
the total, followeci by the offenses classified as "other" (29 or 9.80?).Status offenders accounted for 64 or 2I.622 of the total. "Runaway"
was the only status offense reported. It should be noted that some
status offenses are categorized as "otherr" together with some criminal
offenses. (See Table II)
Two hundred ninety-seven (297) dispositions were recorded. The
most frequent disposition was "referred to Juvenile Court or Proba-
tion DepJrtment, " accounting for 26L or 87 .B7Z of the total number:
of dispositions. The next most frequent, "handled withj-n department
a releis€d," accounted for 34 or 11.454 of the total. (See Table IV)
Berkeley County
Period of : ilan-Dec L976
TABLE I
Distribution of Juvenile Arests bv Law Enforcement Agenci.es
No. Juveniles Arrested
Berkeley Sheriffrs office
Moncks Corner P. D.
Bonneau P. D.
Goose Creek P. D.St. Stephens P. D.
Hanahan P. D.
Berkeley S.C.H.P.
255
22
t
4
5II
TOTAI,
Estimated Juvenile PoPulation
Percentage Juveniles Arrested
296
L976 L4,7O2
(12 mos.) 2.019
Berkeley
Period of
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
County
: Jan-Dec L976
TotalI0 & Under 1r-12 13- l4
MF
15 16
Offenses
Drunkenness
rrrdar
Rrno
Robber
A ^^ ^,.1 ln5>dua L
Breaki & Enterin
Larcen
Auro Theft
Arson
Fo r qer & Countft.
Stolen Pr rr
Weapons
Vandalism
Drues
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUI
Disorderl Cond.
*Curfew & Loiteri
*Runawa
0ffenses Agai-nst
ChildrenFandly &
0ther
TOTAL
*Status Offenses 
- 64 or 2I.62e"
Mean Aget J-4.29
Male Female
22L
TOTAL
296
25
27
5627
BerkeleY CountY
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLD TIT
ar olds)
TotalWhite BlackOffenses
Murder
Assault 19 25
B&E 39 15 54
Auto Theft
Arson
Counterft.
L2tolen Propert
Weapons 0
20Vandalism
t5
Sex Offenses
Drunkenness 10 10
DUI
Disorderl- Conduct
*Curfew & Loiterin
*Runawa
Offenses
Familv &
Against
Children
2L 29Other
TOTAL
*Status 66 or 22.47t
44255 299
TABLE IV
Dispositions bv Law Enforcement of Juvenil'es
Berk-eley CountY
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
Disposition
1. Handled within Department & Released
2. Referred to Juvenil-e Court or
Probation DePartment
3. Referred to Social AgencY
4. Referred to otber Police AgencY
5. Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
34
26L
'2
TOTAL 297
LAW ENFORCEMENT STATISTICS
Calhoun Covered
General fnformation:
Four (4) juveniles were arrested during this I2-month period as
indicated by the Uniform Crime Report. The largest number of arrests
were rnade by Calhoun Sheriff's Office, accounting for 3 or 75.0? of
the total. Calhoun S.C.H.P. accounted for the next largest (1 or
25.OZ). No report was obtained from St. Matthews Po1ice Department-(See Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for 0.17% of the estimatedjuvenile population (2323) for Calhoun County during l-976 '
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 4 or 100-0?.
The most frequent age of arrest was 16, accounting for 4 of
I0O.0B of the total. The average age was 16.0 years. (See Tablc II)
The race distribution reveals that 1 or 25.0E were whites and 3
or 75.0S were blacks. (See Table III)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
,'breaking t entering; with 3 or 75.0% of all offenses. "DUI" was
the only other offense, accounting for 1 or 25.0? of the total. No
status offenders were arrested. (See Table II)
AII 4 juvenile arrests were recorded as to dispositions ' The
only disposltion was "referred to Juvenile Court or Probatj-on De-
fari*entl,'accounting for 4 or 100.02 of the total number of disposi-tions. (See Tab1e IV)
Distributiqt bV age' Race' Sex & O
No.
I
3
Age
15
16
Race
w/M
B/M
Offense
DUI
Breaking & Entering
Dispositions
4 - Referred to Juvenile Court or Probation Department
LAW ENFORCEMENT STATISTICS
1,976 Period CoveredCharleston County, Jan-Dec
General Information:
One thousand four hundred eighteen (1418) juveniles were ar-
rested during this I2-month period as indicated by the Uniform CrimeReport. The largest number of arrests were made by Charleston Police
Department, accounting for 7l-6 or 50.6eo of the tota1. Charleston
County P. D. accounted for the next largest (514 or 36.322). Four
law enforcement agencies reported having made no arrests. (See
Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for 2.852 of the estimatedjuvenile population (49,770) for Charleston County during I976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 1109 or
7B.2lZ and females for 309 or 2l-.79%.
The most frequent age of arrest was J-6, accounting for 396 or
27.932 of the total. Age 15 accounted for 373 or 26.3>" of the total
The average age was 14.1 years. (See TabLe aI)
Th-e race distribution reveals that 945 or 50.24? were whites
and 936 or 49.76? were blacks. This distribution includes sorne
17 year o1ds. (See Table rII)
The largest s-ingle category in the offense distribution was
"larceny" with 531 or 37.452 of all offenses. "Breaking & entering"
was the next most frequent offense, accounting for 2l-0 or 14. 81? of
the total-, followed by the offenses classified as "other" (133 or
9.38?). Status offenders accounted for 98 or 6.9L2 of the total.
"Runaway" was the largest single category of the status offenses,
accounting for 97 or 98.98?of the total number of status offenses.
It should be noted that some status offenses are categorized as
"otherr" together with some criminal offenses. (See Table II)
The dispositions of the arrests made included 17 year olds, and
thus, the nunrlcer is larger than that of arrests. The most frequentdisposition was "referred to Juvenile Court or Probation Departmentr "
accounting for BBI or 59.452 of the total number of dispositions.
The next most frequent, "handled within department & releas€dr"
accounted for 3BB or 26.182 of the total-. tsee Table IV)
Ctrarleston County
Period of : ilan-Dec L97 6
TABLE
Distribution of Juvenilq 
 
rrests by Law Enforcement Agencies
Aqency
Charleston P. D.
Charleston County P. D.
Mount Pleasant P. D.
Folly Beach P. D.
Isle of Palms P. D.
Lincolnville P. D.
Sullivans Island
North Charleston P. D.
Charleston S.C. H.P.
716
514
l8
0
0
0
0
167
3
14L8TOTAL
Estimated Juvenile Population 1976 49t770
Percentage Juveniles Arrested (12 mos.) 2.85t
Charleston CountY
Period of: Jan-Dec 1976
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenile 0ffenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
}4FMFMFMFMFMaleFemale TOTALOf fenses
*
*
U I 0 I
I)rrrnkpnness 0 o aL 5 2 7
e 1 0 2 0
II 0 I 0
I 0 7 0 2 0 0a 13 0 13
2 0 6 I 23 5 2T 26 9 BO I9 99
F.ro:lrino .i F.nterin B 0 15 52 5 53 I 72 I 200 I0 2ro
zLl 3 46 1B 111 61 95 43 95 35 37r 160
Arrro Theft 1 0 L2 0 tx U J/ U
0 0 2 I
n d I 0 2 1 1 z 4 J
I \J 3 0 0 I 0 B 0 6
I 0 J I 0 10 0 5 0 23 tl,
11 0 L2 L z.o aL T4 0 9 0 72 J
J 0 B 0 1B 4 20 6 /,o 10
(ov Offonqes 1 0 3 0 I 0 J I c t 9
uor Laws I 0 3 0 4 0
3 0 J 0
ni .1 I 7 0 7 l 5 t7 5 I5 2 75 t3 BB
1 0 I 0 I
4 6 3 2 I2 1B T4 L7 1I IO 44 s3 97
Offenses Against
u ^*-i 'l ., i i.-h i I ;l ra 1 0
I 0 I
6 9 15 5 27 25 J 29 9 102 31
0 3 0 4 0
TOTAL 64 18 116 32 316 103 295 78 318 78 1109 309 1418
*Status Off enses - 99 or 6 -98"1
Mean Age: 14. l0
Charl-eston CountY
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE III
Offenses
Distribution of Juvenile Of fenses- by -&tce
*nr-rffcludes r7 Year "ttxl.'
LarcenY
Auto Theft 51l437
Arson
Counterft.
Stolen ProPert I
23
I
7Weapons
81
I
2
2_
349Vandalism
L4Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
Drunkenness
I
01
Vagran
soroer
Gamblin
urtew
3
3I
1
0
4
2
3
4
I
3
*Runawa
Offenses
76 103
Farnily &
Against.
Children
Other 100 81 181
TOTAL
*Status 105 or 5.58t
945 936 I 881
Charleston CountyPeriod of: Jan-Dec L97 6
TABLE IV
Dispositions by Law Enforcement of Juvenil'es
Disposition Number
l. Handled within Department & Released
2. Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation Department
3. Referred to Social Agency
4. Referred to other Police Agency
5. Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
388
88r
19
43
151
t482
LAW ENFORCEI{ENT STATISTICS
Cherokee County' ,fan-Dec 1976 Period Covered
General Information:
Twenty (20) juveniles were arrested during this l2-month period
as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report. The largest number of
arrests were made by Cherokee County Sheriff's Dept., accounting for
16 or 80.0? of the total. Gaffney Police Dept. accounted for the
next largest (3 or 15.08). Cherokee S.C.H.P. reported having made
no arrests. (See Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for 0.28% of the estimatedjuvenile population (7II7 ) for Cherokee County during 1976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 14 or 70.0%
and females for 6 or 30.09.
The most frequent age of arrest was 16, accounting for 12 ot
60.08 of the total. Age 15 accounted for 4 or 20.0% of the total.
The average age was 15.30 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 55 or 78.579o were whites and
15 or 2I.43? were blacks. This distribution includes some 17 year
olds. (See Table III)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
Larceny with 6 or 30.0% of all offenses. Curfew a Loiterj-ng and
Liquor Laws were the next most frequent offenses, each accountingfoi 3 or 15.04 of the totaI. Status offenders accounted for 3 or
15.0? of the totaI. Curfew & Loitering was the only status offense
recorded. (See Table II)
AIl 20 juvenile arrests were recorded as to dispositions. The
most frequent disposition was Referred to Juvenile Court or Proba-
tion Dep[., accounting for 16 or 80.0% of the total number of dis-positions. The next most frequent, Handled within Department ald
ieleased, accounted for 4 or 2O.O% of the total. (See Table IV)
Cherokee CountY
TABLE r 
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
Distribution of JuveniLe Arrests 
-9y Law Enforcement Agencies
Agency No. Juveniles Arrested
Cherokee County Sheriffrs office 16
Blacksburg P. D. I
3Gaffney P. D.
Cherokee County S.C.H.P. 0
TOTAT 20
Estimated iluvenile Population 1976 7LL7
Percentage Juveniles Arrested (12 mos.) 0.28t
10 & Under 11-12
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses by Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
t) L6
Cherokee County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
Total13- 14
MFOffenses
Ilurder
Raoe
Robber
A^^^,.1Ft'.55du!L
Breakin & Enterin
Ld ! LEII
Auto Tireft
r\rson
Fo re,e & Countft.
Stolen Pro
Weapons
Vandalism
Drucs
Sex 0ffenses
Licuor Laws
DiI I
Disorderl Cond.
*Curfew & Loiterin
*Runawa
0ffenses Against
Fanrilv & Children
0ther
TOTAL
*Status Offenses 
- 
3 or 15.08
Mean Age: 15.30
IlaIe Female TOTAL
Offenses
TABLII I I I
Distribution of Juvenile Of.fenses_by 
_Race
* (Inc1udes 17 Year
Cherokee County
Period of: Jan-Dec I976
olds )
TotalWhite Black
Murder
Rape
Robbery 1
Assault
B&E
Larceny 13 22
Auto Theft
Arson
Forgery & Counterft.
Vandalism
Druqs 6
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws 10 11
DUI 0
Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew a Loiteri
*Runaway
Offenses Against
Familv a Chi.ldren
Other
TOTAL 70
*Status 3
55 15
Dis sitions
TABLE IV
Law Enforcement
1. Handled within Department & Released
2. Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation DePartment
Referred to Social AgencY
Reierred to other PoIice AgencY
Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
Cherokee County
Period clf : Jan-Dec 1976
of Juveniles
15
3.
4.
5.
Disposition
20TOTAL
LAW ENFORCEMENT STATTSTICS
Chester County, Jan-Dec I976 Period Covered
General Information:
Seventy-nine (79) juveniles were arrested during this l2-monthperiod as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report. The largest num-ber of arrests were made by Chester City Police Dept. accountingfor 73 or 92.4Le" of the total. Chester County Sheriff 's Dept. andGreat Fa11s P. D. accounted for the next largest (3 or 3.804 each).Chester S.C.H.P. reported having made no arrests. (See Tab1e I)
The total number of arrests accounts for 1.36? of the estimatedjuvenile population (5823) for Chester County during L976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 61 or
77.222 and females for 18 or 22.782.
The most frequent age of arrest was 13-14, accounting for 38
or 48.I0eo of the total. Age 15 accounted for 17 or 2I.522 of thetotal. The average age was 13.48 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 32 or 3I.078 were whi-tes
and 71 or 68.938 were blacks. This distribution includes 17 year
o1ds. (See Table III)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
Larceny with 47 or 59.492 of all offenses. Breaking & Entering
was the next most frequent offense, accounting for 18 or 22.782
of the total, followed by Robbery (4 or 5.064). Status offenders
accounted for 1 or L.278 of the total. Runaway was the only status
offense recorded. (See Table II)
A11 79 juvenile arrests were recorded as to dispositions. The
most frequent disposition was Referred to Juvenile Court or Proba-
tion Dept., accounting for 73 or 92.4Ie" of the total number ofdispositions. The next most frequent, Handled within Department
and Released, accounted for 6 or 7.598 of the total. (See Table IV)
o
Chester County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE I
Distribgllp4_of Juvenile A
Aqency No. Juveniles Arrested
Chester County Sheriffrs Office
Chester City Police Dept.
Great Falls P. D.
Chester County S.C. H.P.
3
73
3
0
TOTAL
Bstimated Juvenile Population
Percentage Juveniles Arrested
L976 s823
(I2 mos. ) 1. 36t
79
10 & Under 11-12
Chester CountY
Period of : Jarr-Det' 1976
TABLE II
DistrLbutlon of Juvenlle Offenses by Age & Sex
AGE & SEXr:-t+- ts 16 Total
0ffenses
Murder
Robbe
Assault
Breakin & Enterl-n
Larcen
Auto Theft
Arson
Foreer & Countft.
Stolen Pro ert
Weapons
Vandallsm
Drugs
Sex Offenses
Llouor Laws
DUI
Dlsorderl Cond.
*Curfew & Loiterln
*Runawa
Offenses
Fan1lv &
Agalnst
Chlldren
Other
*Starus Offenses- 1 or I.272
Mean Age: 13.48
FemaIe TOTAI
Offenses
Chester County
Period of: Jan-Dec l-976
TABLE III
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses by Race(Includes I7 year olds)Black fotalWhite
Murder
Rape 01
Robbery
Assault
B&E 20 22
Larceny 2I 33 54
Auto Theft
Arson
Forgery & Counterft.
Weapons 1 0 1
Vandalism
Druqs
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUT
Disorderlv Conduct
*Curfew & Loiterinq
*Runawav
-Offenses Against
Family & Children
Other
*Status 
- 1
32 103TOTAL 7L
Chester CountY
Period of : ifan-Dec L976
TABLE IV
Dispositions bv Law Enforcement of Juveniles
Handled within Department & ReLeased
Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation DePartment
3. Referred to Social AgencY
4. Referred to other Police AgencY
5. Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
73
Disposition
TOTAL 79
LAW ENFORCEMENT STATISTTCS
Chesterfief iod Covered
General Information:
Thirty-nine (301 juveniles were arrested during this l2-monthperiod as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report. The largest number
of arrests were made by the Cheraw Police Dept. , accounting for 11
or 2BZ of the total. Chesterfield Sheriff's Office & Chesterfield
P. D. accounted for the next largest (g or 232 each). McBee P. D.
reported having made no arrests. (See Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for .55% of the estimatedjuvenile population (7049) for Chesterfield County during 1976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 33 or 84.62
and females for 6 or 15"4? or a male-female arrest rate of over 5 to
1.
The most frequent age of arrest was 16, accounting for 17 or
43.6% of the total. Age 13-14 accounted for 11 or 28.2% of the total,
followed by age 15 with 8 or 20.52. No arrests were made of youth
10 & under. The average agle was 14.74 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 69 or 70.4% were whites and
29 or 29.6% were blacks of the 98 youth arrested throuqh age I7 .
The UCR data does not allow for the breakdown by race to age 16 only
in most cases. However, it has been statistically determined that
these same percentages would apply proportionately through age 16
as well. (See Table III)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
Drugs with 8 or 20.52 of all offenses. Liquor Law Violations was
the next most frequent offense, accounting for 7 or 17.8% of the
total, foll-owed by Disorderly Conduct (S or l-2.8e"). Status offenders
accounted for only I or 2.62 of the total. The one status offense
was for Runaway. (See Table II)
OnIy 36 of the 39 juvenile arrests were recorded as to disposi-
tions. The most frequent disposition by far was Referred to Juvenile
Court or Probation Dept., accounting for 29 or almost 752 of the
total number of dispositions. The only other disposition utilized
was Handl-ed within the Dept. & Released which accounted for the
remaining 7 or approximately 252. (See Table IV)
Ctresterfield County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE I
Distribution of Juvenile Arrests bv Law Enforcement Agencies
Aqency No. JuveniLes Arrested
Chesterfield Sheriffrs Office 9
Cheraw Police Dept. 11Chesterfield P. D. 9
McBee P.D. 0
5Pageland P.D.Chesterfield S.C.H.P. 5
TOTAL 39
Estimated Juvenile Population L976 7O49
Percentage Juveniles Arrested (12 mos.) -55t
10 & Under 7L_12
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
15 16
Chesterfield CountY
Period of: Jan-De:: L976
Total13- 14
MF Male Female TOTALOffenses
I{urder
Rape
Robber
Assault
Breakin & Enterln
Larcen
AuEo Theft
Arson
Forger & CounEft.
Stolen Pro
Weapons
Vandalism
Dru
Sex Offenses
Liouor Laws
DUI
Diso rderl Cond.
*Curfer.t & Lo i terln
*Runawa
0ffenses Agains t
ChildrenFamily &
Other
TOTAL
*Status Offenses - 1 or 2.52
Mean Age: L4.74
Offenses
Chesterfield County
Period of: Jan-Dec I976
TABLE TII
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses bv Race
White
* (Includes 17 year olds)Black Tota1
Murder
Assault
B&E
10Larceny
Auto Theft I
Arson
Counterft.
Stolen Pro rt
Weapons
Vandalism
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUT
Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew I Loiterin
*Runawa
Offenses Against
ChildrenFamily &
Other
TOTAL
*Status 1 or 1.08t
69 29 98
Chesterfield County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE IV
Dispositions bv Law Enforcement of Juvenil'es
Disposition Number
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Handled within Department & Released
Referred to JuveniLe Court or
Probation Department
Referred to Social AgencY
Referred to other Police AgencY
Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
7
29
0
0
0
TOTAL 36
I,AW ENFORCEMENT STATISTICS
Clarendon d Covered
General Information:
Eight. (B) juveniles were arrested during this 12-month period
as indiiated by the Uniform Crime Report. The largest number of
arrests were maae by Clarendon Sheriff's Office, accounting for 6
or 75.0% of the total. I.{anning P. D. and Summerton P. D. each ac-
counted for 1 or I2.5s". Clarendon S.C.H.P. reported having made no
arrests. (See Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for 0.14? of the estimatedjuvenile population (5822) for Clarendon County during L976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 7 or 87.58
and females for I or 12.52.
The most frequent age of arrest was 16, accounting for 6 or
75.0% of the total. Age 15 accounted for 1 or L2.5? of the total-
The average age was 15.56 years. (See Tab1e II)
The race distribution reveals that 4 or 30.76? were whiLes and
9 or 69.23? were blacks. This distribution includes some L7 year
olds. (See Table IrI)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
,,other" with 3 or 37.5? of all offenses. "Breaking & entering" was
the next most frequent offense, accounting for 2 or 25.0eo of the
total. No status offenders were reported as being arrested during
this year. It should be noted that some status offenses may be
categ6rized as "otherr" together with some criminal offenses. (See
Table II)
All 8 juvenile arrests were recorded as to dispositions. The
most frequent disposition was "referred to Juvenile Court or Proba-
tion Depirtmentr" accounting for 7 or 87.5? of the total number ofdisposilions. The next most frequent, "handled within department
c rl1"."€d," accounted for 1 or i2.5r" of the total . (See Table IV)
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE I
Distribution of Juvenile Arrests by Law Enforcement Agencies
Agency No. Juveniles Arrested
Clarendon Sheriff 's office
It{anning P. D.
Surmrerton P. D.
Clarendon S.C.H.P.
6
t
I
0
TOTAL
Estimated Juvenile Population J-976 5822
Percentage Juveniles Arrested (12 mos.) 0.149
10 & Under
Clarendon CountY
Period of : Jan-'Dec 1-976
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
11-12 13-14 15 T6 TotaI
Offenses
Ilurder
Rape
Robbe
A^^^.,'l F
n5>ou!L
Breakin & Enterin
Larcen
Auto The
Arson
Fo rqer & Countft.
Stolen P
Lreapons
Vandalism
Dru
Sex Offenses
Liouor Laws
DUI
Disorderl Cond.
*Curferv & Loiterin
*Runawa
0 f fens es Agains t
ChildrenFamily &
Other
IUIAL
*Status Offenses 0
Mean Age: 15.56
MM MaIe Female TOTAL
Offenses
Clarendon County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLD III
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses by Race
*@ar olds)
White Black Tota1
Murder
Rape
Robbery
Assault
B&E 1
Larceny
Auto Theft 0
Arson
Forgery & Counterft.
Drugs
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUT
Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew & Loiterinq
*Runawa
Offenses Against
Family o Children
Other
134TOTAL
*Status 0
Clarendon CountY
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE IV
Handled within Department & Released
Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation Department
Referred to Social AgencY
Referred to other Police AgencY
Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
Dispositions bv Law Enforcement of Juveniles
3.
4.
5.
Disposition
TOTAL
I
LAW ENFORCEMEI{T STATISTICS
Colleton Covered
General Information:
Twenty-five (25) juveniles were arrested during this I2-monthperiod as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report. The largest number
of arrests were made by Colleton Sheriff's Office, accounting for 16
or 64.02 of the total. Walterboro City Police Dept. accounted for
the next largest (9 or 36.0?). Colleton S.C.H.P. reported having
made no arrests. (See Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for 0.42? of Lhe estimatedjuvenile population (5r870) for Colleton County during I976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 20 or 80.0?
and females for 5 or 20 .0e".
The most frequent age of arrest was 16, accounting for 13 or52.0t of the total. Age 15 accounted for 9 or 36.02 of the totaI.
The average age was 15.7 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 2I or 42.0? were whites and
29 or 58.0% were blacks. This distribution includes 17 year olds.(See Tab1e IfI)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
"breaking e entering with A or 2d.OZ of all offenses. "Larceny"
and "oth6r" were the next most frequent offenses, each accounting
for 4 or 15.0? of the total. No status offenses were reported-
It should be noted that some status offenses may be categorized as
,,otherr', together with Some criminal offenses. (See Table II)
OnIy 23 of the total juvenile arrests were recorded as to dis-positioni. AII of these dispositions were "referred to Juvenile
bourt or Probation Department." (See Table IV)
CoLLeton County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE I
Distributien of Juvenile Arrests by Law Enforcement Agencies
No. Juveniles Arrested
Colleton Sheriff r s Office
Walterboro P. D.
Colleton S.C.H.P.
16
9
0
25TOTAL
Estimated Juvenile PoPulation
Percentage Juveniles Arrested
L976 5,870
(12 mos.) 0.42*
10 & Under
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
11-r.2 13- 14 15 i6
Colleton County
Period of: Jan-Dec 1976
Total
I'laIe Female TOTAIOf fenses
Robber
A ^^ ^.,1 +
Breakins & Enterin
Larcen
Auto Theft
CounEft.
Stolen Pro
Weapons
Vandalism
Drugs
Sex Offenses
Disorderl
*Curfer.r & Loiterin
*Runar"'a
O f fenses Against
ChildrenFauuilv &
Other
TOTAL
*Status 0ffenses 0
2520101
Mean Age: 15.78
Offenses
Colleton County
Period of: Jan-Dec I976
TABLE TIT
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses by Fgce@arolds)
White B1ack Total
Murder
Assault
B&E 15
Auto Theft
Arson
Forgery & Counterft.
Drunkenness
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUT
Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew & Loiterin
*Runawav
Offenses Against.
ChildrenFamily &
Other
29
o
*
TOTAL
Status 0
502L
Col1eton County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE IV
Dispositions bv Law Enforcement of Juvenil'es
Disposition Number
1. Handled within Department & Released
2. Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation Department
3. Referred to Social Agency
4. Referred to other Police Agency
5. Referfed to Criminal or Adult Court
23
23
LAW ENFORCEIVIENT STATISTICS
Darlington d Covered
General Information:
One hundred eighty-seven (187) juveni-les were arrested during
this 12-month period as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report. The
Iargest number of arrests were made by the Hartsville City PoIice,
accounting for 76 or over 4OZ of the total. The Darlington Po1ice
Dept. accounted for the next largest (68 or 36?). Society HilI re-ported having made no arrests (See Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for 1.68% of the estimatedjuvenile population (11,109) for Darlington County during I976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 148 or 79e"
and females for 39 or zLZ.
The most frequent age of arrest was l-3-14 
' 
accounting for 6d
or over 354 of the total. Age 15 accounted for 56 or almost 30? of
the tota1. Age 16 followed with 25eo of arrests, indicating a rather
inverse trend of arrest frequency with age. The average agfe was
1-4.25 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that of 263 arrests through age
17, 148 or 562 were whites and 115 or 44eo w€re blacks. The UCR data
does not allow for the breakdown by race to age 16 only in most cases.
However, it has been statistically determined that these same per-
centages would apply proportionately through age 16 as well. (See
Table III )
The largest single category by far in the offense distribution
was Larceny with 59 or 31.6% of all offenses. Other was the next
most frequent offense, accounting for 22 or 11. B% of the total, fol-
lowed by Breaking & Entering (19 or f0.2?). Status offenders ac-
counted for 14 oi 7.52 of the total. A11 status offenses were for
Runaways. (see Table II)
One hundred ninety (190) juvenile arrests were recorded as tc)
dispositions. The dispositions of the arrests made may have included
soml 17 year olds, since the number j-s slightly larger than that of
arrests through age 16 or reflected multiple dispositions. The most
frequent disposition by far was Referred to Juvenile Court or Pro-
bation Dept., accounting for 112 or 59? of the total number of dis-positions-. The next most frequent, Handled within Dept. & Released'
iccounted for 67 or 358 of the tota1. Two each were referred to
social agencies or other police agencies, and seven were referred
to Criminal or Adult Court. (See Table IV)
Period of : Jan-Dec .1976
rABLE
Distribution of Juvenile Arrests bv Law Enforcement Agencies
No. Juveniles Arrested
Darlington Sheriff ts Office
Darlington CitY Po1ice
Hartsville CitY Police
SocietY Hill P- D.
Darlington HighwaY Patrol
40
68
76
0
3
TOTAL 187
L976
(12 rnos.)
11, 109
1.688
Estimated Juvenile PoPul-ation
Percentage Juveniles Arrested
10 & Under
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
r7-12 13-14 ls 16
Darlington County
Period of: Jan-Dec ]-975
Total
Offenses
I'lurder
Raoe
Robber
A^^^.,1|d55dur L
Breakin & Enteri
Larcen
Auto Theft
Arson
Forger & Countft.
Stolen Pro
Weapons
Vandallsm
Drugs
Sex Offenses
Liouor Laws
DUI
Disorderl Cond.
*Curfew & Loiterin
*Runawa
Offenses Against
ChildrenFanr-ilv &
Other
TOTAL
*Status Offenses 
- 14 or 7.482
Mean Age.L4.25
l'1aIe Female
148
TOTAL
187
59
t5
1Ar?
Darllngton County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE III
Pistribution of Juvenile O.f f-ens-es- by -{acek (Includes 17 year olds)
TotalWhite BlackOffenses
l'lurder
Robber
Assault 10
15 29L4B&E
66
Auto Theft
Arson
Counterft.
G."E! Pro rt
Weapons
19Vandalism
25
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew a Loiterin
*Runawa
Offenses AgainstChildrenFamilv &
Other 3315I8
TOTAL
*Status L7
148 1r5 263
Darllngton County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE IV
Dispositions bv Law Enforcement of Juvenil'es
Disposition
1. HandLed within Department & Released
2. Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation DePartment
Referred to Social AgencY
Referred to other PoLice Agency
Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
3.
4.
5.
67
112
2
2
7
TOTAL L90
LAW ENFORCEMENT STATISTTCS
Dillon County, .fan-Oec L976 Period Covered
General Information:
Sixty-seven (67) juveniles were arrested during this 12-monthperiod as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report. The largest number
of arrests were made by Dillon Sheriff's Office' accounting for 30
or 44.7 ? of the total. Di11on City Police accounted for the next
largest (19 or 28.3e"). A11 reporting facilities made some arrests
of juveniles this year. (see Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for 1.012 of the estimatedjuvenile population (6603) for Dillon county during 1976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 5I or 762
and females for 16 or 24eo I indicating an approximate 3 to 1 male-
female rate of apprehension.
The most frequent age of arrest was 16, accounting for 28 or
41.82 of the totai. Age 15 accounted for 18 or 26.92 of the total
and age 13-14, 20.9ea, demonstrating a markedly increased rate of
apprefiension with age. The average age was J-4.69 years. (See
Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 48 or 492 were whites and
50 or 51% were blacks of those 98 arrested through age 17. The UCR
data does not allow for the breakdown by race to age 16 only in
most cases. However, it has been statistically determined that
these same percentages would apply proportionately through age 16
as well. (See Table ITI)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
Larceny with 26 or:b.g? of all offenses. Breaking & Enteringi was
the next most frequent offense, account.ing for I0 or 14-92 of the
total, followed by Runaway (B or almost I2Z) - Status offenders
accounted for B or I2s" of the total as Runaway was the only status
offense recorded. (See Table II)
All 67 juvenile arrests were recorded as to dispositions. The
most frequenl disposition by far was Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probatiori nept., iccounting for 52 or almost 7BZ of the total number
of dispositi6ns. The next most frequent, Handled within Dept' anC
Re1eased, accounted for 13 or over 19% of the total. OnIy one each
was referred to either another policy agency or criminal and adulL
court. (see Table IV)
TABLE
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
Distributlglq-of Juvenilelrrests bv Law Enfor
No. Juveniles Arrested
Dillon Sheriffrs Office
Dillon City Police
Lakeview P. D.
Latta P. D. '
Dillon S. C. H. P .
30
19
3
10
5
67TOTAL
Estimated Juvenile PoPulation
Percentage Juveniles Arrested
L976 6603
(12 mos.) I.0Ig
Di11on County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
l0 & Under LT-72 13- l4 15 I6 Total
Offenses
Ilurder
RaPe
Robbe
Assault
Breakin & Enterin
Larcen
Auco Thefc
Arson
Foreerv & CountfE.
Stolen Pro
Weapons
Vandalism
Drues
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUI
Disorderl Cond.
*Curfew & Loiterin
*Runawa
Offenses Agains t
ChildrenFanr-ilv &
Other
TOTAL
*Status offenses 
-
8 or 11.9?
Mean Agez L4.69
l'lale Female
'ln
zo
Dlllon County
Period of: Jan-Dec 1976
TABLE III
Distribution of Juvenile O.f fenses- by 
-Blce
*(Includes 17 year olds)
Offenses White B1ack Total
l"lurder
Assault
B&E
Auto Theft
Arson
Counterft.
Stolen Pro rt
Weapons
Vandalism
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUI
Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew a Loitering
*Runawa
Offenses Against
ChildrenFamilv &
Other
50TOTAL
*Status I
48 98
itions
TABLE IV
Law Enforcement
Dlllon County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
of Juvenil'es
NumberDispositioq
1. HandLed within Department & Released
2. Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation DePartment
3. Referred to Social AgencY
4. Referred to other Police AgencY
5. Referred to Criminal or AduLt Court
13
52
I
1
67
LAW ENFORCE},IENT STATTSTICS
Dorchester d Covered
General Information:
Thirty-four (34) juveniles were arrested during this l2-monthperiod as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report. The largest number
of arrests were made by Summerville Police Dept., accounting for
22 or 54.7I2 of the tota1. Dorchester County Sheriff's Office ac-
counted for the next largest (9 or 26.472).
The total number of arrests accounts for 0.462 of the estirnatedjuvenile population (7345) for Dorchester county during I976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 32 or
94.l-22 and females for 2 or 5.88%.
The most frequent age of arrest was 16, accounting for 15 or
44.128 of the totaI. Age 15 accounted for 9 or 26.471 of the total.
The average age was 14.88 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 56 or 83.58? were whites
and 11 or 16.42? were blacks. This distribution includes some 17year oIds. (See Table fII)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
Breaking & Entering with 8 or 23.53e" of all offenses. Liquor Law
violations was the next most frequent offense, accounting for 4 or
1L.76? of the total. Status offenders accounted for 2 or 5.888 of
the total. Runaway was the only status offense recorded. (See
Table II)
AI1 34 juvenile arrests were recorded as to dispositions.
The most frequent disposition was Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation Dept., accounting for 26 or 76.472 of the total number
of dispositions. The next most frequent, Handled within the Dept.
and Released, accounted for 7 or 20.59% of the total. (See Table IV)
Period of: Jan-Dec 1976
TABLE I
Distribution of Juvenite Arrests bv La
No. Juveniles Arrested
Dorchester
Sununerville
Dorchester
Sheriff's Office
P. D.
s. c. H. P.
9
22
3
34TOTAI,
Estimated Juvenile PoPulation
Percentage JuveniLes Arrested
L976 7345
(L2 mos.) 0.468
o
10 & Under 11-12
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenlle Offenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
15 l6
Dorchester CountY
Period of : Jarr-Der.: 197 6
Total13-14
Male FemaIe TOTAL
Ra
Offenses
Murder
Robbe
Assault
Breakin & Enterln
Larcen
Auto Theft
Arson
Forger & Countft.
Stolen Pro
Weapons
Vandallsm
Druqs
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUI
Disorderl Cond.
*Curfew & Lol,terln
*Runawa
0ffenses Agalnst
ChlldrenFanllv &
Other
TOTAL
*Statue Offenses 
-
2 or 5.888
Mean Age: 14. 88
Offenses
Dorchester County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLT III
Distribution of Juvenile 
-Q{fe{rsqs bY-Race(Includes l7 year olds)
White BIack ;Total
Murder
Rape
Robbery
Assault
10 T4B&E
Larceny
Auto Theft
Arson
Counterft.
Vandalism
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUI
7Disorderly Conduct
Curfew & Loiterin
*Runaway 3
Other I4L2
-Offenses Against
Familv a Children
11TOTAL 67
*Status 3
55
Dorchester County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE IV
Dispositions bv Law Enforcement of Juveniles
Handled within Department & Released
Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation Department
Referred to Social AgencY
Referred to other Police AgencY
Referred to Crirninal or Adult Cogrt
26
3.
4.
5.
Disposition
TOTAL 34
LAW ENFORCEMENT STATISTTCS
Edgefiela d Covered
General Information:
Eighteen (18) juveniles were arrested during this 12-monthperiod as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report. The largest number
of arrests were made by Edgefield Sheriff's Office, accounting for
9 or 50.0% of the total. Edgefield Police Dept. accounted for the
next largest (6 or 33.3?). Trenton P. D. and Edgefield S.C.H.P.
reported having made no arrests. (See Tabl-e I)
The total number of arrests accounts for 0.54? of the estimatedjuvenile population (3,332) for Edgefield County during I976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 16 or BB.9A
and females for 2 or 11.1?.
The most frequent age of arrest was 15, accounting for 11 or
61.14 of the total. Age 16 accounted for 4 or 22.2e" of the total.
The average aqe was :.5.7 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 11 or 52.4% were whites and
10 or 47.6% were blacks. This distribution includes 17 year ol-ds.(See Table III)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
"Iarceny" with 10 or 55.5eo of all offenses. "Breaking & entering"
was the next most frequent offense, accounting for 2 or 11.1-% of the
tota1. Status offenders accounted for 1 or 5.55? of the total.
"Runaway" was the only status offense reported. ft should be notedthat some status offenses are categorized as "otherr" together with
some criminal offenses. (See Table II)
A11 18 juvenile arrests were recorded as to dispositions. The
most frequent disposition was "handled within department & releas€dr "
accounting for 11 or 61.1? of the total ni^tmber of dispositions. The
next most frequent, "referred to Juvenile Court or Probatj-on Depart-
ment," accounted for 7 or 38.9% of the total. (See Table IV)
TABLE
of Juvenile Arreits
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
IDistribution Law Enforcement encaes
Juveniles Arrested
Edgefield Sheriff I s office
Edgefield P. D.
ilohnston P. D.
Trenton P. D.
Edgefield S.C.H.P.
9
6
3
0
0
TOTAL
Estimated Juvenile PoPulation
Percentage Juveniles Arrested
L976 3,332
(12 mos.) - 0.548
18
I0 & Under t1-12 13-14 15
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
l6
Edgefield County
Period of: Jan-Dec I976
TotaI
Offenses
Murder
Rape
Robber
A ^^ ^,.-l +n5D4Ur L
Breakin & Enterin
Larcen
Auto Theft
Arson
Foreer & Countft
Stolen Pro
h'eaDons
Vandalism
Dru
Sex Offenses
Li uor Laws
DUI
Diso rderl Cond.
*Curfew & Loiterin
*Runawa
Offenses
Familv &
MMM l"laIe Female TOTAL
Agains t
Children
Other
TOTAL
*Status Offenses 1 or 5.58
16
Mean Age: 15.7
Offenses
Edgefiel-d County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE III
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses by Race
White
* (Includes 17 year olds)
Black Total
Murder
Rape
Robbery
Assault
B&E
Larceny
Auto Theft
Arson
Counterft.
Weapons
Vandalism
Druqs
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUI
Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew & Loiterinq
*Runawa
Offenses Against.
ChildrenFamilv &
Other
TOTAL
*Status 
- I
2210L2
Edgefleld County
Period of: Jan-Dec L97 6
TABLE IV
Dispositions bv Law Enforcement of Juvenil'es
Disposition
L. Handled within Department & Released
2. Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation DePartment
3. Referred to Social AgencY
4. Referred to other Po1ice AgencY
5. Referred to Crirninal or Adu1t Court
1I
7
18TOTAL
LAW ENFORCEMENT STATISTICS
FairfielA d Covered
General Information:
Eight (8) juveniles were arrested during this 12-month period
as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report. The largest number of
arrests were made by Fairfield County Sheriff's Dept., accountingfor 5 or 62.502 of the total. Winnsboro Police Dept. accounted for
the next largest (3 or 37.508). Fairfield S.C.H.P. reported having
made no arrests. (See Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for 0.19? of the estimatedjuvenile population (425:--) for Fairfield County during I976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 7 or 87.50%
and females for I or 12.504.
The most frequent age of arrest was 15, accounting for 3 or
37.50? of the total. Age 16 accounted for 2 or 25.00e" of the total.
The average agie was :-.4.44 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 10 or 55.56? were whites
and 8 or 44.448 were blacks. This distribution includes some 17year olds. (See Table III)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
"Iarceny" with 7 or 87.504 of all offenses. "Robbery" was the next
most frequent offense, accounting for 1 or J-2.502 of the total.
There were no arrests for status offenses recorded. (See Table II)
The dispositions of the arrests made included 17 year ol-ds,
and thus, the number is larger than that of arrests. The most fre-quent disposition was Referred to Juvenile Court or Probation Dept.,
accounting for 10 or 90.91? of the total number of dispositions.
The next most frequent, Handled within Department & Released, ac-
counted for 1 or 9.098 of the total. (See Table IV)
TABLE
Period of: Jan-Dec 1976
Distribution of Juvenile Arrests bv Law Enforcement Agencies
No.'Juveniles Arrested
Fairfield
Winnsboro
Fairfield
County Sheriff ts Office
Police
s. c. H. P.
5
3
0
TOTAL
Estimated Juvenile PoPulation
Percentage Juveniles Arrested
L976 425r
(12 mos.) - 0.19t
l0 & Under I1-72
TABLE 1I
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses by Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
1a1l ro
Fairfield CountY
Period of: Jan-Dec l-976
Total13- 14
MF Ilale Female TOTALOffenses
)iurder
Rape
Robbe
t^^^,.'l cllDDqU!L
Breakin & Enteri-n
Larcen
Auto The
A!5UII
Forge & Countft.
Stolen Pro
l{eaDons
Vanciali-sm
Dru
Sex Offenses
Ll- uor Laws
DUI
Diso r<ier1 Cond.
*Curfew & Loiterin
*Runawa
Offenses Against
Fanrilv & Children
OEher
TOTAL
*Status Offenses - 0
Mean Age: l-4.44
Offenses
Falrfleld County
Period of: Jan-Dec I976
TABLf, III
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses D)i Race
* (Includes 17 year olds)
Black TotalWhite
Murder
Rape
Assault
B&E
LarcenY 11
Auto Theft
Arson
Forgery & Counterft.
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUI
Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew & Loiterin
*Runaw
Offenses Against
ChildrenFamily &
Other
TOTAL
*Status
10 18
Falrflel-d CountyPeriod of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE IV
Dispositions by Law Enforcement of Juveniles
Numbbr
1. Handled within Department & Released
2. Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation DePartment
3. Referred to Social AgencY
4. Referred to other Police AgencY
5. Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
10
11TOTAL
LAW ENFORCEMETT_ lT4rl€r rcs
Florence CountYr Jan-Dec
General Information:
I976 Period Covered
Two hundred twenty-seven (227) juveniles were arrested during
this 12-month period as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report. The
largest number of arrests were made by f'lorence City Pol-ice, &c-
"oniting for L26 or 55.5? of the total. Lake City P. D. accountedfor the next largest (58 or 25.5e"). A11 reporting agencies made
some arrests of juveniles this year (See Table I
The total number ofjuvenile population (fB'
Of the toLal number
most 81? and females for
arrests accounts
374) for Florence for L.24% of 
the estimated
County during I976.
of arrests, males accounted for 183 or aI-
44 or I9Z.
The most frequent age of arrest was L6, accounting for 83 or_
36.6% of the totai. Age 15 accounted for 55 or 24.2% of the total'
fol-Iowed closely by age 13-14 with 53 or 18.9?. The average age
was 14.33 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that l-92 or 52.5? were whites and
I74 or 47.5? were blacks of those 366 arrested through age L7 - The
UCR data does not allow for the breakdown by race to age 16 only in
most cases. However, it has been statistically determined that
these same percentages would apply proportionately through age 16
as well. (See Table III)
The largest single category by far in the offense distribution
was Larceny with 95 or almost 42% of all offenses. Runaway was the
next most frequent offense, accounting for 29 or 72.82 of the total'
followed by Bieaking & Entering (25 or 11.0I%). Status offenders
accounted io:: 37 or 16,3% of the total. Runaway was the largest
single category of the status offenses, accounting for over 7Be" of
the status of f-enses, while Curfew e Loitering accounted for B or: 222 .(See Table II)
OnIy 209 of the total juvenile arrests were recorded as to dis-positioni, since the Highway Patro1 (18) did not provide this data.
ihe most frequent disposition was Referred to Juvenile Court orprobation Oept., accounting for l-50 or almost 722 of the total nurnher
of dispositi-ons . The next most f requent, Handled within Dept-' and
neleased, accounted. for 57 or 272 of the total. Only one each was
referred to either another potice agency or criminal and adult court'(See Table IV)
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE
Distribution of Juvenile Arredts bv Law Enforcement Aqencies
Florence Sheriffrs Office
FLorence City Police
Lake City P. D.
Johnsonville P. D. j
Tirunonsville P. D.
Florence S.C.H.P.
No. Juveniles Arrested
L2
I26
58
2
I
2L
TOTAL
Estimated Juvenile PoPulation
Percentage Juveniles Arrested
227
L976 L8,374
(12 mos. ) L.24*
o,
Ilorence CountY
Period of: Jan-Dec L97 6
10 & Under 11-1 2
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEXtr-t+- ts 16 Toral
Ra
Offenses
Murder
Robber
Assault
Breakin & Enterin
Larcen
Auto The
Arson
Forger & Countft.
Stolen Pro erE
h'eaDons
Vandalism
Drues
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUI
Dlso rde rl Cond.
t,Curfew & Loiteri
*Runawa
0ffenses Against
ChildrenFamllv &
0ther
TOTAL 73
or 16.38*Status offenses 
- 
37
Mean Age: 14.33
**includes 3 vagrancY offenses
Male Female
183
TOTAL
227
20
50
74 9
Offenses
TABLE III
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses Race
Black
Fl-orence County
Period of: Jan-Dec I976
TotaIWhite
Murder
Robbery
Assault
B&E 33T7 50
L246757LarcenY
Auto Theft
Counterft.
Sto1en Pro ert I
IWeapons
Vandalism
I
3
l
0
Prostitution
Liquor Laws 13
11
Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew & Loiterin
Offenses AgainstChildrenFamilv &
t1 l8Other
TOTAL
*Status 37
192 J.74 366
Florence County
Period of: Jan-Dec 1976
TABLE IV
Dispositions bv Lalrr Enforcement of Juvenil'es
Disposition
1. Handl-ed within Department & Released
2. Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation DePartment
3. Referred to Social- AgencY
4. Referred to other Police AgencY
5. Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
57
150
I
I
20gt'TOTAL
*missing Highway Patrol (18)
LAW ENFORCEMENT STATTSTICS
Georgetown d Covered
General fnformation:
Forty-three (43) juveniles were arrested during this I2-monthperiod as indi-cated by the Uniform Crime Report. The largest number
of arrests were made by GeorgeLown City Po1ice Dept., accounting
for 42 or 97.672 of the total. Andrews P. D. accounted for the
next largest (1 or 2.33e"). Georgetown County Sheriff 's Of fice and
the Georgetown S.C.H.P. reported having made no arrests. (See Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for 0.59% of the estimatedjuvenile populati-on (7343) for Georgetown County during I976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 31 or 72.092
and females for l-2 or 27 .9l-2.
The most frequent age of arrest was 16, accounting for 24 or
55.818 of the total. Age 15 accounted for 12 or 27 .g1-e" of the total .
The average age was L5.27 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 27 or 43.55% were whites and
35 or 56.458 were blacks. This distribution includes some 17 year
olds. (See Table II)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
Larceny with 20 or 46.51e" of all offenses. Drugs and Disorderly
Conduct were the next most frequent offenses, each accounting for
4 or 9.30E of the tota1. There were no status offenses recorded.(See Table II)
A11 43 juvenile arrests were recorded as to dispositions. The
most frequent disposition was Referred to Juvenile Court or Proba-
tion Dept., accounting for 25 or 58.14? of the total number of
dispositions. The next most frequent, Referred to Criminal or
adult Court, accounted for 15 or 34.BBA ot the total. Three (3)
or 6.gge" were Handled within the Dept. and Released. (See Table IV)
Period of: Jan-Dec 1976
TABLE I
Distribution of Juvenile Arrests bv Law Enforcement Aqencies
Agency No. Juveniles-Alrested
Georgetown County Sheriffrs Off.
Andrews P. D.
Georgetown City P. D.
Georgetown S.C.H.P.
0
1
42
0
43TOTAI,
Estimated Juvenile Population L976 7343
Percentage iluveniles Arrested (12 mos. ) 0.598
i
l0 & Under 11--12
Georgetown County
Perlod of: Jan-Dec :976
TABLE II
DistrLbutlon of Juvenl*le Offenses bv Age & Sex
ACE & SEX
rg-rq- rs 16 Total
Ra
Offenses
Murder
Robber
Assault
Breaki & Enterl
Larcen
Auto Theft
Arson
For & CountfE.
Stolen P ert
WeaDons
Vandallsn
Dru
Sex 0ffenses
Liouor Laws
DUI
Dlsorderl Cond.
*Curfew & Lolterln
*Runawa
'0f f enses
Famllv &
0ther
TOTAL
*Status Offenses
Against
Children
0
Mean Age: L5.27
Male Fenale TOTAL
Georgetown CountY
Period ofz Jan-Dec 1976
TABLE III
Distribution of Juvenile OffPns-es- bv 
-Bace@arords) trotaIWhite BlackOffenses
Murder
RobberY
Assault
B&E
2620LarcenY
Auto Theft
Arson
Forgery & Counterft-
eaor"r, Proper
Vandalism
Sex Offenses
Li r Laws
DUI
Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew c l,oiteri
*Runawa
-Offenses Against
Childrennarnily &
*Status - 0
27 62
Other
35TOTAL
Georgetown County
Period of: Jan-Dec l-976
TABLE IV
Dispositions bv Law En'forcement of Juveniles
3.
4.
5.
Handled within Department & Released
Referred to iluvenile Court or
Probation Department
Referred to SociaL AgencY
Referred to other PoLice AgencY
Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
25
15
TOTAL 43
LAW ENFORCEMENT STATISTICS
Greenville-eounty, Jan-Dec L976 Period Covered
General Information:
One thousand two hundred one (1201) juveniles were arrested
during this l2-month period as indicated by the Uniform Crime Re-port. The largest number of arrests were made by Greenville
County Sheriff's Office, accounting for 998 or 83.10% of the
tota1. Greenville City Police Department accounted for the next
largest (141 or l-J-.74Z) . (See Table I)
The total numirer of arrests accounts for 2.64% of the esti-
mated juvenile population (45,408) for Greenville County during
L976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 911 or
75.85? and females for 290 or 24.L5ea.
The most frequent age of arrest was J.6, accounti-ng for 411
or 34.222 of the total. Age 15 accounted for 280 or 23.3l-2 of
the total. The average age was L4.24 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that L269 or 75.94% were whites
and 401 or 24.02 were blacks. This distribution i-ncludes some
17 year olds. (See Table III)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
Larceny with 278 or 23.15% of all offenses. Runaway was the next
most frequent offense, accounting for l-74 or 74.492 of the total,
followed by Breaking & Entering (164 or 13.662). Status offenders
accounted for 200 or L6.65e" of the total. Runaway was the largest
single category of the status offenses, accounting for L74 or 87.02
of the total number of status offenses. (See Table II)
The dispositions of the arrests made included some 17 year
olds, and thus, tite number is larger than that of arrests. The
most frequent disposition was Referred to Juvenile Court or Pro-
bation Department, accounti-ng for L22I or 62.94ea of the total-
number of dispositions. The next most frequent, Handled within
Department and Released, accounted for 472 or 24.33e" of the total-.(See Table IV)
TABLE I
Greenville County
Period of: Jan-Dec 1976
Distribution of Juvenile Arests bv Law Enforcement Aqencies
Agency No. iluveniles Arrested
Greenville Sheriff rs Office
Fountain Inn P. D.Greenville City P. D.
Greer P. D.
Mauldin P. D.
Simpsonville P. D.
Travelers Rest P. D.
Greenville County S.C.H.P.
998
2
141
2L
3
2LI
7
TOTAL
Estimated iluvenile Population
Percentage Juveniles Arrested
1201
1976 45,4A8
(12 mos. ) 2.64*
10 & Under 11-12
Greenville County
Period of : Jar.-Dec L97 6
TABLE II
Dl-strlbutLon of Juvenlle Offenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
r g-t +- rs 16 Total
off
67
*Status Offenses 
- 200 or L6.65%
Mean Age: L4.24
15 229 117 L99 81 343 68 911
.r Male Fernale
290
MFMFM-rMFM TOTAI
120I73
enses
Murder 0 t 0
Ra I 0 I n
Robber 2 0 0 8
Assault 2 I 0 2 5 Ir () 2 15 ?8
Breaking & Enterl T4 I L4 1I 4T B 31 3 48i 148 16
Larcen 23 0 2B 5 67 22 40 11 69 13 227 5l
Auto Theft J 0 o 2 4 5 B 2 2T I
Arson z 0 0 2 B n
Forqerv & Countft. 0 0 tI 2 0 I
Stolen Proper 2 0 2 1 3 0 I
Weapons 0 I 2 0 2 I
VandalLsn 0 6 I T7 (+ 15 I T2 0 59 o 6
Dru I 0 U o 1 I4 1 2B 2
Sex Offenses 2 1 2 2 1 2 J 0 B 5 t3
Llouor Laws 2 0 5 2 l5 8 T6 4 20 7 5B 2t 79
DUI I 0 B II 9 I I
Disorderlv Cond I 0 7 L2 16 7 40 2 64 2I 85
Curfew & Lolterin I 0 2 9 I 3 4 10 16"
Runawa b o J .l t,L+ 4L L7 31 L7 zo 70 r04: 174
0ffenses Agalnst
Fanllv & Chlldren 4 J 2 0 I 2 3 B 5 2L I2 33
0ther 2 0 0 25 6 36 6 58 2 T28 L4 142
iorAr --
Offenses
Greenvl-lle County
Period of z Jan-Dec 1976
TABLE III
Distribution of Juvenile Of-feqseF Py- 
-Race@r'olds)
BIack Other .trota1White
llurder
Assault 36 22 5B
148 50 198B&E
233 L2B 361LarcenY
52 L2 64Auto Theft
Arson
& Counterft.
Otolen ?ropertY 18 4 o zz
'74o11
57 18 75Vand.alism
11 79
15Sex Offenses
l.44
31
151Disorderl Conduct
25
151
26
*Curfew & Loiteri
L74
*Runawa
-Offenses
Familv &
Against
Children 3327
Other L46 43 189
*Status 
- 200
L269 401 16 71TOTAL
HandLed within Department & Released
Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation DePartment
3. Referred to Social- AgencY
4. Referred to other Police AgencY
5. Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
TABLE IV
sitions Law Enforcement of Juveniles
Numbbr
Greenvllle County
Period of : ilan-Dec L976
472
T22L
61
6
L80
Disposition
TOTAL 194 0
LAW ENFORCEI"IENT STATISTICS
Greenwood County, Jan-Dec ),976 Period Covered
General Information:
Two hundred forty (240) juveniles were arrested during this
12-month period as j-ndicated by the Uniform Crime Report. The
largest number of arrests were made by Greenwood City Police Dept.
accounting for 169 or 70.42e" of the Lotal. Greenwood CountySheriff 's Office accounted for the next largest (58 or 24.I'7e").
Greenwood S.C.H.P. reported having made no arrests. (See Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for 2.568 of the esti-
mated juvenile population (9378) for Greenwood County during I976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for L94 or
80.834 and females for 46 or l-9.I'|e".
The most frequent age of arrest was J-6, accounting for 104 or
43.332 of the total. Age t5 accounted for 50 or 20.832 of the
total. The average age was 14.60 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 196 or 53.558 were whites
and 170 or 46.45? were blacks. This distribution includes some
17 year olds. (See Table III)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
Larceny with 86 or 35.83? of aII offenses. Breaking & Eni, ring
was the next most frequent offense, accounting for 60 or J0% of
the tota1, followed by Runaway (2L or 8.75?) . Status ofr ,' ',rrs
accounted for 2I or 8.75? of the total. Runaway was the :!
status offense recorded. (See Table II)
A11 240 juvenile arrests were recorded as to dispositions.
The most frequent disposition was Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation Dept., accounting for 201 or 83.75% of the total number
of dispositj-ons. The next most frequent, Handled within Dept.
and Released, accounted for 34 or I4.L7Z of the total. (See
Table IV)
Greenwood County
Period of : ,Jan-Dec 1976
TABLE I
Distribution of Juvenile Arrests bv Law Enforeement Aqencies
Aqency No. Juveniles Arrested
Greenwood Sheriff I s Office
Greenwood City P. D.
Iilare Shoals Police Dept.
Ninety-Six P. D.
Greenwood S.C.H.P.
58
169
6
7
0
TOTAT 240
Estimated Juvenile Population L976 9378
Percentage iluveniLes Arrested (12 mos.) - 2.56*
10 & Under 1l-I2
Greenwood CountY
Perlod of: Jan-Dec l-976
TABLE II
DlstributLon of Juvenl-le Offenses by Age & Sex
AGE & SEXt:-t+- ts 16 Total
Of fens es
Murder
Rape
Robber
Assault
Breakln & Enter
Larcen
Auto Thef t
Arson
Forqe & Countft
Stolen Pro orl.
9leapons
Vandallsm
D ruqs
Sex Offenses
Llouor Laws
DUI
Dlsorderl Cond.
*Curfew & Loiterln
*Runawa
Of fenses
Fanllv &
Other
TOTAL
*Status Offenses
Agalns E
Chlldren
2I or
Mean
0
8.75*
Age: 14 .60
15
Male
L94
FemaIe TOTAI
240
27
Offenses
Greenwood County
Period of: Jan-Dec 1976
TABLE III
Distribution of Juvenile O{lenEes- bv 
-Bace(Includes I7 year olds)
White Black ltrotal
Murder
Robbery
I
0
Assault I5T4
B65828B&E
Larcen
Auto Theft
0Arson
& Counterft.
Gtoten prop"rty 
-1 2 
3 
-rn2
Vandalism 11 L4
10
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws 24
IODUI
15Disorderlv Conduct
*Curfew & Loiterin
*Runawa
*Offenses Against
ChildrenFamilv &
I520 35Other
*Status 2I
L96 170 366TOTAI
Greenwood CountY
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE IV
Dispositions bv La\d Enforcement of Juveniles
Ilandled within Department & Rel-eased
Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation DePartment
Referred to Social AgencY
Referred to other Police AgencY
Ref,erred to Criminal or Adult Court
20r
3
2
3.
4.
5.
Disposition
TOTAL 240
LAW ENFORCEMENT STATISTTCS
Hampton d Covered
General Information:
Forty-one (41) juveniles were arrested during this l2-monthperiod as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report. A11 arrests were
made by the Hampton County Sherifffs Office. (See Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for I.272 of the estimatedjuvenile population (3232) for Hampton County during L976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 33 or
80.498 and females for 8 or 19.51?.
The most frequent age of arrest was 15, accounting for L4 or
34.15E of the total. Age 16 accounted for 11 or 26.83e" of the total.
The average age was 14.41 years. (See Table If)
The race distribution reveals that 30 or 73.L7e" were whites and
11 or 26.83% were blacks. (See Table IrI)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
Breaking & Entering with 18 or 43.904 of all offenses. Larceny
was the next most frequent offense, accounting for 6 or 14.63% of
the total. Status offenders accounted for 5 or 12.202 of the total.
Curfew & Loitering was the largest single category of the status
offenses, accounting for 3 or 60.0? of the total number of status
offenses. (See Tab1e II)
All 47 juvenile arrests were recorded as to dispositions.
The most frequent disposition was Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation Dept., accounting for 38 or 92.68e" of the total number
of dispositions. The next most frequent, Referred to Social Agency,
accounted for 3 or 7.322 of the total. (See Table IV)
TABLE I
Period of: Jan-Dec 1976
Distribution of_Juvenile Arrests bv Law Elforcement Agencies
Agency No. Juveniles Arrested
Hampton County Sheriff's Office
Estill P. D.
Harnpton City P. D.
Hanpton S.C.H.P.
4L
0
0
0
4ITOTAL
Estimated Juvenile Population L976 3232
Percentage Juveniles Arrested (12 mos.) L.272
lO & Under 11-12
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
15 i6
Ilampton County
Period of: Jan-Dec I976
To ta113- 14
Ilale Female TOT.\I,Offenses
I'iurder
Rape
Robbe
A^^^..1F
nbsdurL
Breaki & Enterin
Larcen
Auto Theft
Arson
Forcer & Countft
Stolen Pro
Lreapons
Vandalism
Drugs
Se>:0ifenses
Licuor Laws
DUI
Disorderl Cond.
*Curfew & Lo ite rin
*Runawa
Offenses
Familv &
Other
TOTAL
*Status Offenses
Agains t
Children
5 or L2.22
Mean Agez 14.4I
Offenses
Hampton County
Period of: Jan-Dec 1976
TABLN III
Distribution of Juvenile offenses by Race
White BIack TotaI
l'lurder
Rape
Robbery
Assault 2
B&E 15 18
Larceny
Auto Theft L-1
Arson
Forqery & Counterft. 1
tolen Propert
Ii'eapons
Vandalism
Drugs
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUI
Disorderlv Conduct
*Curfew & Loitering
*Runawav
Offenses Against
FamiIy c Children
Other
30 11TOTAL 4T
*Status 5
HanPton CountY
Period of: Jan-Dec 1976
TABLE IV
Dispositions by Law Enforcement of Juveniles
Disposition
l. Handled within Department & Released
2. Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation DePartment
3. Referred to Social AgencY
4. Referred to other Police AgencY
5. Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
38
3
TOTAL 4L
LAW ENFORCEMENT STATISTICS
Horry C Covered
General Information:
Six hundred fifty-six (656) juveniles were arrested during this
12-month period as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report. The largest
number of arrests were made by Myrtle Beach Police Department, ac-
counting for 504 or 76.82eo of the totaI. Horry County P. D. accountedfor the next largest (74 or 7I.28%). No report was obtained from
Horry S.C.H.P. atlantic Beach P. D. & Loris P. D. reported having
made no arrests. (See Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for 4.66eo of the estimatedjuvenile population (14,084) for Horry County during L976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 469 or 7I.492
and females for 187 or 28.5)'2.
The most frequent age of arrest was 16, accounting for 289 or
44.062 of the tot51. Age 15 accounted for 182 or 27.74% of the total.
The average age was 14.77 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 630 or 87.5? were whites and
90 or 12.58 were bl.acks. This distribution includes some 17 year
olds. (See Table fII)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
"runaway" wif.h 196 oi 29.BB% of all offenses. The offenses cl-assi-fied as "other" were the next most frequent offense' accounting for
105 or 16.01% of the total, followed by "larceny" (85 or 12.962).
Status offenders accounted for 196 or 29.88% of the total. "Runaway"
was the only category of the status offenses. It should be noted that
some status offenses are categorized as "otherr" together with some
criminal offenses. (See Table II)
The dispositions of the arrests made included 17 year olds, and
thus, the number is larger than that of arrests. The most frequent
disposition was "referred to Juvenile Court or Probation Departmerrtr"
acc6unting for 381- or 38.91% of the total number of dispositions.
The next most frequent, "handled within department & releas€dr" ac-
counted for 281 oi 35.07% of the total-. (see Table rv)
llorry County
Period of: Jan-Dec ].976
TABLE I
Distribution of Juvenile Arrests bv Law Enforcement Agencies
Agency No. Juveniles Arrested
Atlantic Beach P. D. 0
Conway P. D. 73
Aynor P. D. 2
Horry Co. P. D. 74
Loris P. D. 0
Myrtle Beach P. D. 504
1N. Myrtle Beach P. D.
Surfside Beach P. D. 4
656TOTAL
Estimated Juvenile Population J-976 14'084
Percentage Juveniles Aruested ( 12 mos . ) 4 .664
10 & Under 11-r2
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
Horry County
Period of: Jan-Dec 1976
I6 Total13-14 15
Ra
Of fens es
Murder
Robber
A^^^..1+655dUrL
Breakine & Enterin
Larceny
Auco Theft
Arson
Fo r serv/ Cntrf t Frau
Stolen ProDert
Weapons
v dltudar5lil
Druss
Drunkenness
Liquor Laws
DUI
Disorderl Cond.
*Curfew & Loiterin
*Runawa
Offenses Agains t
ChildrenFarnily &
0ther
TOTAL
*Status Offenses 
- 
L96 or 29.88%
Mean Age: L4.77
TOTAL
r05
656
44
6l
9lZJ15 46 L24 58 216 73 469
Male Female
Horry County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE IIT
oistrftution of Juvenile 9f !glFgE-!Y- Bace(rncruqes 
-L/ y6ar olds)
Other TotaIWhite BlackOffenses
Murder
Robbery
Assault
38 40B&E 78
97
22Auto Theft
Arson
Forgery & Counterft.
Gtolen Property 0 I
I
31Vandalism
44
6BDrunkenness
Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew & Loiterin
206
*Runawa
Offenses
Familv &
Against
Children
104Other 111
TOTAL
*Status
630 90 72I
Horry CountvPeriod of i ilan-Dec L976TABLE IV
Dispositions bv Lraw Enforcement of Juveniles
Disposition Number
1. Handled within Department & Released
2. Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation Department
3. Referred to Social Agency
4. Referred to other Police Agency
5. Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
28L
381
I
9
7
TOTAL 679
Jasper ffi 
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Table rV)
TABLE I
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
Distribution of Juvenile Arrests bv Law Enforcement Aqencies
Arrpncw No. Juveniles Arrested
Jasper Sheriffrs Department
Hardeeville Police DePt.
Ridgeland P. D.
Jasper CountY S.C.H.P.
2
23
3
0
28TOTAL
Estimated iluvenile Population L976 260I
Percentage Juveniles Arrested (12 mos-) 0.968
10 & Under
Jasper County
Period of: Jan-Dec 1976
TABLE II
DLstrLbution of Juvenile Offenses by Age & Sex
TT-72
AGE & SEXt:-ta- ts 16 TotaI
Male Female TOTAL
Ra
Offenses
Murder
Robber
Assault
Breakl-n & Enterin
Larce
Auto Theft
Arson
Forqe & Countft.
Stolen P ert
Weapons
Vandallsm
Drugs
Sex Offenses
Llauor Laws
DUI
Disorderl Cond.
*Curfew & Lolterln
*Runawa
Offenses Agalnst
ChJ.l-drenFan1lv &
0ther
TOTAL
*Status 0ffenses ll- or 39.292
Mean Age: 15.54
28t4
Jasper CountyPeiiod ofi Jan-Dec 1976
TABLE TIT
Distribution of Juvenile Off_eg;_qF= bJ taqg_ 5_ ^1:^)(J-ncruoes r t year oJ-ds )Offenses White Black fotal
l'lurder
Rape
Robbery
Assault 0
B&E
Larceny
Auto Theft
Arson
Forgery & Counterft.
Otot"n Property
Weapons
Vandali-sm
Drugs 5
Sex Offenses
Liquor Lar+s
DUI
Disorderlv Conduct 0
*Curfew a Loiterinq
*Runaway 1111
-Offenses Against
Farnily a Children
Other
O rorAl
*Status ll
33 39
Jaeper CountY
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE IV
sitions Law Enforcement of Jqrzentles
NumbbrDisposition
l.
2.
Handled within Department & Rel-eased
Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation DePartment
3. Referred to Social AgencY
4. Referred to other Police AgencY
5. Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
10
18
28
LAW ENFORCEMENT STATISTICS
Kershaw County, Jan-Dec J.976 Period Covered
General fnformation:
One hundred twenty-one (121) juveniles were arrested during
this 12-month period as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report.
The largest number of arrests were made by Kershaw County Sheriff'Office, accounting for II2 or 92.562 of the total. Camden Police
Dept. accounted for the next largest (g or 6.61?). Kershaw City
P. D. and Bethune Police Dept.(See Table I) reported havinq made no arrests.
The total number of arrests
mated juvenile population (6915)
The dispositions of
and thus, the number is
frequent disposition was
Dept., accounting for 70
sitions. The next most
Released, accounted for
accounts for I.752for Kershaw Countv
of the esti-during 1976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 82 or
67.772 and femal-es for 39 or 32.232.
The most frequent age of arrest was J-6, accounting for 43 or
35.54eo of the total-. Age 15 accounted for 37 or 30.58% of the
total. The average age was 14.69 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that I24 or 7I.672 were whites
and 49 or 28.52% were blacks. This distribution includes some Iiyear olds. (See Tabl-e III)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
Runaway with 41 or 33.88% of all offenses. Breaking & Entering
was the next most frequent offense, accounting for L2 or 9.922 of
the total, followed by Larceny (l-1 or 9.09?). Runaway was the only
status offense recorded. (See Tab1e II)
the arrests made included 17 year olds 
'larger than that of arrests. The most
Referred to Juvenile Court or Probation
or 49.652 of the total number of dispo-frequent, Handled within Department and
55 or 39.01? of the total-. (See Table IV)
Period of: Jan-Dec 1976
Distribution of Juvenile A-rLfg-E!-€ Law Enforcement encles
Juveniles Arrested
Kershaw County Sheriffrs Office
Camden P. D.
Bethune P. D.
Kershaw City P. D.
Kershaw County S.C.H.P.
L12
8
0
0
I
t
L2L
Estimated iluvenile PoPulation
Percentage Juveniles Arrested
L976
(12 mos. )
6915
1.758
iI
;
j
I
4
I
o
Kershaw CountY
Perl-od of : Jan-Dec
TABLE II
Di-stributLon of Juvenlle 0f f 
"t "g" by.-Ag" &- S"*
11-12
. AGE & SEX
rg-t+- ts 16 Total
L97 6
0ffenses
l0 & Under
MF
Murder
Rape
Robbe
Assault
Breakin & Enterln
Larcen
Auto The
Arson
Forqe & Countft.
Stolen Pro
Weapons
Vandallsrn
Sex Offenses
Liauor Laws
Dlsorderl Cond.
*Curfew E Loiterl
*Runawa
0ffenses Against
Chil-drenFam11y &
Othe!
TOTAL
*Status Offenses 
- 41 or 33.88S
Mean Age: 1.4.69
Dr
2L L2
Fenale
31
L2l.
Kershaw CountY
Period of: Jan-Dec l976
TABLD TII
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses b Race
Offenses White
' (Includes 17 year olds)Black other ;Total
l'lurder
Assault
10 I9B&E
Larcen
Auto Theft
Arson
Counterft.
]toren-qrepert
Weapons
Vandalism
16
ISex Offenses
16
Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew & Loiterin
-Offenses
Family &
Against
Children
371522Other
TOTAL
I
II
t
;
*Status 
- 42
L24 49 L74
Kershaw CountY
Period of : Jan-Dec L976
TABLE IV
Dispositions bv Law Enforcement of Juveniles
Disposition
i. Handled within Department & Released
2. Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation DePartment
Referred to Social AgencY
Referred to other Police AgencY
Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
55
70
3.
4.
5.
1
15
141TOTAL
o
I
LAW ENFORCEI'IENT STATISTICS
Lancaster d Covered
General Information:
One hundred fourteen (114) juveniles were arrested during this
I2-month period as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report' The
largest n-umber of arrests were made by Lancaster city Police Dept' '
acc6unting for Zl- or 62.28% of the tolal. Lancaster County Sheriffrs
Dept. acc6unted for the next largest (43 or 37 '72e") ' Heath Springsp. D. and Lancaster s.c.H.P. reported having made no arrests. (see
Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for 1.30? of the esti-
mated juvenile population (8754) for Lancaster county during I976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 86 or 75.442
and females for 28 or 24 -562 -
The most frequent age of arrest was L6, accounting for 47 or
4L.232 of the total. Age 15 accounted for 38 or 33.33? of the total'
The average age was I4.t3 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 163 or 76.53? were whites
and 50 or 23.47% were blacks. This distribution includes some I7year olds. (See Table III)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
Larceny with 20 or t1.Sq% of-all offenses. Breaking & Entering
was the next most frequent offense' accounting for 19 or l-6'672 of
the tota], followed by Runaway (11 or 9.652\. Runaway was the only
status offense recorded. (See Table II)
AIl 114 juvenile arrests were recorded as to dispositions'
The most freqient disposition was Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation Oeit., accolnting for 99 or 86.84? of the total number
of dispositi6ns. The next most frequent, Handled within Depart-
ment and Released, accounted for 15 or 13.168 of the total' (See
Tabl-e IV)
Lancaster County
Period of: Jan-Dec Lg76TABLE I
Distribution of Juvenile Arrests bv Law Enforcement Aqencies
Acrencv No. Juveniles Arrested
Lancaster Sheriffts Office
Lancaster City P. D.
Heath Springs P. D.
Lancaster S.C.H.P.
43
7L
0
0
TOTAL
Estimated Juvenile PoPulation
Percentagre iluveniles Arrested
114
1976 87s4
(l-2 mos. ) 1. 30*
l0 & Under It-l2
TABLE II
DLstrLbution of Juvenile 0ffenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEXrg-t+- rs
Lancaster County
Period of: Jan-Dec Ig76
16 Total
Offenses
Murder
Raoe
Robber
Assault
Breakin & Enteri.n
Larcen
Auto Theft
Arson
Foree & Countft.
Stolen Pr
Weapons
Vandallsn
Drugs
Sex 0ffenses
Llquor Laws
DUI
Dlsorderl Cond.
*Curfew & Lolterin
*Runawa
Offenses
Fanllv &
0ther
TOTAI,
*Status Offenses
Against
Chlldren
11 or 9.65?
Mean Age3 14 .9 3
Male Fenale TOTAI
114
Offenses
Lancaster CountY
Period of: Jan-Dec 1976
TABLE. III
Distribut.ion of Juvenile Offelse-s !v--Race(Includes L7 year olds)
;TotaIWhite Black
Murder
Assault
B&E
Auto Theft
Arson
Ceunterft.
Sto1en P rt
IWeapons I
9Vandalism 9
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws 25
10
Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew & Loiteri
*Runawa
-Offenses
Farnilv &
Against
Children
G.t"r - 102B 38
50TOTAL
*Status 
- 11
163 2r3
TABLE IV
Dispositionq bv Law Enforcement of Juveniles
lrftrr1ri
Lancaster County
Period of: Jan-Dec 1976
I5
99
Handled within Department & Released
Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation DePartment
3. Referred to Social AgencY
4. Referred to other Police AgencY
5. Referred to Crirninal or Adult Court
Disposition
TOTAL L14
LAW ENFORCEIvIBNT STATISTICS
Laurens e d. Covered
General fnformation:
One hundred twenty-eight (128) juveniles were arrested during
this l2-month period as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report.
The largest number of arrests were made by Laurens City PoliceDept., accounting for 77 or 60.16eo of the total-. Laurens CountySheriff's Office accounted for the next largest (29 or 22.662).
Laurens S.C.H.P. reported having made no arrests. (See Table I)
The total number of arrests
mated juvenile population (9068) accounts for 1.41% of the esti-for Laurens County during I976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 100 or
78.12? and females for 28 or 2I.BB?.
The most frequent age of arrest was 16, accounting for 48 or
37.50e of the total. Age 15 accounted for 35 or 27.34eo of the
total. The average age was 14.37 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 104 or 53.33% were whites
and 9l or 46.67% were blacks. This distribution includes some L7year o1ds. (See Table III)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
Larceny with 39 or 30.472 of all offenses. Breaking & Entering
was the next most frequent offense, accounting for 33 or 27 .7BZ of
the total, followed by Disorderly Conduct (l-3 or 10.16?). Status
offenders accounted for 1 or 0.78% of the total. Curfew & Loiter-ing was the only status offense recorded. (See Tabl-e II)
Only 101 of the total juvenile arrests were recorded as todispositions. The most frequent disposition was Referred toJuvenile Court or Probation Dept., accounting for 81 or 80.202
of the total number of dispositions. The next most frequent,
Handled within Department and Released, accounted for 16 or 15.84?
of the total. (See Table IV)
Laurens County
TABLE I 
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
Distribution of Juveni}e Arrests bv Law Enforcement Aqencies
Aqencv No. Juveniles Arrested
Laurens County Sheriff's Office 29
Iraurens City P. D. 77
22Clinton P. D.
Laurens S.C. H.P. 0
128TOTAL
Estimated iluvenile Population 1976 9068
Percentage iluveniles Arrested (12 mos-) 1'41t
Laurens CountY
Period of: Jan-Dec 7976
TABLE II
DLstributlon of Juvenile Off.nsqs bv Ag. I Jg*
10 & Under 11-12
AGE & SEXr:-r+----- rs 16 Total
0f fenses
Murder
Raoe
Robber
Ass aul t
Rroalr{ n & Enterin
Larcen
Auto Theft
Arson
Forse & Count
Stolen P
Weapons
Vandalism
Dru
Sex Offenses
Liouor Laws
DUI
Dlsorderl Cond.
*Curfew & Lolterln
*Runawa
Offenses Agal-nst
ChlldrenFanlly &
Other
TOTAL
*Status Offenses I or 0.78S
Mean Age: L4.37
L4
MaIe Female
100
TOTAL
L28
Offenses
Laurens CountyPeriod of: Jan-Dec ]-976
TABLE III
Pistribution of Juvenile Oflsnsgs_ by Srce@arolds)White Black lTotal
Murder
Rape
Assault
442L23B&E
Larceny 5B3424
Auto Theft
Arson
Forgery & Counterft.
tolen Pro
Weapons#
Vandalism 13I2
Druqs 0
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUI
Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew & Loiterinq
*Runawa
-Offenses
Family &
Against
Children
Other
*Status 2
r04 195TOTAL 91
Laurens County
Period of: Jan-Dec 1976
TABLE IV
Dispositions bv Law Enforcement of Juveniles
NumbbrDisposition
Handled within Department & Released
Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation Department
Referred to Social AgencY
Referred to other Police AgencY
Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
16
81
3.
4.
5.
TOTAL 101
LAW ENFORCEI4ENT STATISTICS
Lee Co overed
General Information:
Only 14 juveniles were arrested during this l2-month period
as indicatea rv the Uniform crime Report. The largest number of
arrests were *--a" uy the Bishopville Police Dept., accounting forg or 66.7% of the totat. Lee Sfreriff 's Office accounted for the
next largest (5 or 35.8%). Lynchburg P. D. reported having made no
arrests. (See Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for .342 of the estimatedjuvenile population (4169) for Lee County during I976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 12 ot 85.7e"
and females for 2 or L4.32-
The most frcqrtent age of arrest was L6, accounting for 7 or 
-50%
of the total. Th; other 7 arrests were almost evenly distributed
between all the other age groups. The averagie age was 13 ' 96 years '(See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 14 or 46.7 % were whites and
l-6 or 53.3? were blacks of the 30 arrests recorded through age L7.
The UCR data does not allow for the breakdown by race to age 16 only
in most cases. However, it has been statistically determined that
these same percentagles would apply proportionately through age 16
as well. (See Table IIT)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
Larceny with 5 or 35-.72 of arr orrenses. Breaking & Entering and
Weaponi each accounted for 2 or L4.2BZ of the total. No status
offenses were recorded. (See Table II)
Thirteen (I3) of the 14 juvenile ar::ests were recorded as to
dispositions. The most frequ6nt disposition was Referred to Juvenile
Court or Probation Dept., accounting for 10 or 76.92 of the total
number of dispositioni. The only other disposition recorded was
Handled within the Dept. & Relealed, accounting for 3 or 23'LZ'(See Table IV)
Lee County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE I
Distribution of Juvenile Arrests bv Law Enforcement Agencies
Agency
Lee Sheriffrs office
Bishopville P. D.
Lynchburg P. D.
Lee S.C.H.P.
5
I
0
I
t4TOTAL
Estimated Juvenile Population L976 4169
Percentage Juveniles Arrested (12 mos.) .34t
l0 & Under
Lee County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
1l-t2 13-14 15 16 Total
Offenses
Ilurder
Raoe
Robber
A ^^ -,,1 ed55du!L
Breaki & Enterin
Larcen
Auto The
Arson
Forge & CounEft..
Stolen Pro
Weapons
Vandalism
Dru
Sex Offenses
Liouor Laws
DUI
Diso rderl Cond.
*Curfew & Lolterin
*Runawa
Of fenses Agains E
Chi-'-drenFanrily &
0ther
TOTAL
*Status 0ffenses 0
Ilale FemaIe TOTAL
I
Mean Age: 13.9b
TABLE III
Lee CountY
Period of: Jan-Dec ]-976
TotaI
pistribution of Juvenile o*ffrelies-H !ac_e-ar 
olds)
Offenses White Black
Murder
Assault
B&B
12LarcenY
Auto Theft
Arson
Counterft.
Vandalism
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUI
Disorderlv Conduct
*Curfew & Loiterin
Offenses AgainstChildrenfamily &
Other
TOTAL
*Status 0
Lee County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE IV
Dispositions bv Law 'Enforcement of Juveniles
Disposition Number
1. Handled within Department & Released
2. Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation Department
3. Referred to Social Agency
4. Referred to other Police Agency
5. Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
10
13
LAW ENFORCEMENT STATISTTCS
Lexington od Covered
General Information:
Two hundred thirty-seven (237) juveniles were arrested during
this l2-month period as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report. The
Iargest number of arrests were made by Lexington Sheriff's Office,
accounting for 171 or 72.I2 of the total. West Columbia Police
Department accounted for the next largest (25 or I0.5?). Five (5)
law enforcement agencies reported having made no arrests. (See
Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for f.28% of the estimatedjuvenile population (18,493) for Lexington County during I976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for I72 or 72-6%
and females for 65 or 27.42.
The most frequent age of arrest was 16, accounting for 94 or_
39.62 of the totai. Age 15 accounted for 73 or 30.8% of the total.
The average age was J-4.7 years. (See Tab1e II)
The race distribution reveals that 289 or 80.5% were whites and
70 or 19.5? were blacks. This distribution includes 17 year olds-(See Table III)
The greatest number of offenses fell- into the category of "other"(those not. listed elsewhere) with L29 or 54.4% of all offenses'
,'Larceny" was the next most frequent offense' accounting for 34 or
L4.3e" oi the total, followed by "runaway" (24 or 10.I%) . Status
offenders accounted for 24 or 10.12 of the total. "Runaway" was the
only status offense reported. (See Table II)
Two hundred thirty-eight (238) juvenile arrests were recorded
as to di.spositions. fhe dispositions of the arrests made included
17 year ota=, and thus, the number is larger than that of arrests.
The most frequent disposition was "referred to Juvenile Court orprobatj-on Departmentri' accounting for 153 or 64.3% of the total
number of diipositions. The next most frequent, "handled within
Department e rel-eas€dr" accounted for 83 or 34.9% of the total'(See Table IV)
Lexington CountY
Period of : ilan-Dec 1976
TABLE
Distribution of Juvenile Arrests bv Law Enforcement Agencies
No. Juveniles Arrested
Lexington Sheriffrs Office
Batesburg P.D.
Cayce P.D.
Leesville P.D.
Lexington P.D.
West Colurnbia P.D.
Pine Ridge P.D.
South Congaree P.D.
Springdale P.D.
Swansea P.D.
Columbia l{e€ro - AirPort
Lexington S.C.H.P.
171
11
15
7
7
25I
0
0
0
0
0
Estimated Juvenile PoPulation
Percentage Juveniles Arrested
237
r976 18,493
(12 mos. ) 1.28t
l0 & Under It-1 2
TABLE II
Distribution cf Juvenile Offenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
13- 14 15 t6
Lexington County
Period of : Jan-ilec 1.976
Total-
M0ffenses
Drunkenness
Murder
Raoe
Robber
A ^^ ^,.'l #d5>dutL
Breakin & Enterin
Larcen
Auto Theft
Arson
Forqer & Countft
Stolen Pro
Heapons
Vandallsm
D rues
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUI
Diso rde r1 Cond.
*Curfew & Loiterin
*Runawa
Offenses Agains t
ChildrenFanr-ily &
0ther
TOTAL
*Status Offenses
IlaIe Female
L72
TOTAI,
237
20
24
2331
- 
24 or LO.\"l
Mean Age: L4.7
Offenses
Lexlngton CountY
Period of : Jan-Dec 1976
TABLE III
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses by Race
* (Includes 17 year olds)
White Black Tota1
Drunkenness L2 L2
Rape
Robbery
Assault
B&E 3627
Larceny 843648
Auto Theft
Arson
Forsery & Counterft.
JtolenProperty 
2 0 2
r^t6in^he 2 0 2
Vandalism
24Drugs 26
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUI
9Disorderlv Conduct
*Curfew & Loiteri
*Runaway
Offenses
Familv &
Against.
Children
l29 11 140Other
TOTAL ?0
*Status 
- 26 or 7.2*
289 3s9
TABLE TV
Lexl.ngton County
Period of: Jan-Dec Lg76
153
.0
2
0
orceme@
I. Handled within Department & Released g3
2. Referred to Juvenile Court orProbation Department
3. Referred to Social Agency
4. Referred to other police Agency
5. Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
TOTAL 238
LAW ENFORCEI{ENT STATTSTTCS
McCormick County, Jan-Dec
General Information:
l.976 Period Covered
Six (6) juveniles were arrested during this l2-month period
as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report. A11 arrests were made
by the McCormick City Police Department. (See Table I)
The total number of arrests accountsjuvenile population (1756) for McCormick
Of the total number of arrests, aII
The most frequent age of arrest was
83.33% of the total. Age 13-14 accounted
total. The average age was 15.58 years.
for 0.34g. of the estimated
County during I976.
were males.
16, accounting for 5 or
for 1 or L6.672 of the(See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 10 or 55.56? were whites
and 8 or 44.44? were blacks. This distribution includes some 17year olds. (See Table fII)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
Liquor Laws with 4 or 66.672 of all offenses. Breaking & Entering
and Vandalism were the next most frequent offenses, each accountingfor 1 or 16.67% of the total. There were no status offenses re-
corded. (See Table Ir)
All 6 juvenile arrests were recorded as to dispositions. Three
of those arrested were Handled within the Department and Released,
and three were Referred to Juvenile Court or Probation Department.
TABLE I
McCormick County Sheriff's Office
McCormick City P. D.
I'lcCormick S. C. H. P .
McCornick County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
0
6
0
Distribution of Juvenile Arrests bv Law Enforcement Agencies
No. Juveniles Arrested
TOTAL
.Estimated Juvenile PoPulation
Percentage Juveniles Arrested
L976 L7s6
(12 mos.) - 0.34t
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
).L-tz
McCormick County
Period of : Jan-.Dec ]-97 6
Toral161513- 14
MFOffenses
Iiurder
Rape
Robber
A^^^,,1 ts
Breakin & Enteri.n
Larcen
Auco Theft
Arson
Forge & Countft.
Stolen Pro
l.,reapons
Vandalism
Dru
Se>: Offenses
L1 uor Laws
Dl;i
Diso rde r1 Cond
*Curfew & LoiEerin
*Runawa
0ffenses Agains t
ChildrenFar.r-ily &
Other
TOTAL
*Status Offenses 0
M Ilale Female TOTAL
Mean Age: 15.58
McCornick County
Period of: Jan-Dec ]-976
TABLD III
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses by Race
Offenses White
(Includes 17 year olds)Black Total
l,lurder
Robbery
Assault
B&E
1Larceny
Auto Theft
Arson
Counterft.
Sex Offenses
6Liquor Laws
DUI
Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew & Loiterin
*Runaway
Offenses Against
ChildrenPamily &
Other
*Status
10 18TOTAL
McCornl-ck County
Period of: Jan-Dec 1976TABLE IV
Dispositions bv Law Enforcement of Juveniles
1. Handled within Department & Released
2. Referred to Juvenile Court orProbation Department
3. Referred to Social Agency
4. Referred to other police Agency
5. Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
Disposition
6
LAI^I ENFORCEI'IENT STATI STICS
Marion C Covered
General Information:
counting for 3I or 392 each of the total.
accounted for the next largest (16 or 202)
Eighty (80) juveniles were arrested
as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report
arrests were made by the Marion and MulI
Of the total number
and females for B or 10%
The most frequent
50? of the total. Age
The average age was 14
64 or
'data
CASCS
same
(See
during this l2-month Period
. The largest number of
lns Police Departments, dc-
Marion Sheriff's Office
A11 reporting agencies
Table I)
of arrests, males accounted for 72 or 902
of arrest was 16, accounting for 40 or'
accounted for 14 or 17.5% of the total.years. (See Table II)
arrested some youth during the year (See
The total number of arrests accounts for 1.33? of the estimatedjuvenile population (6023) for Marion County during 1976.
age
l_5
51
The race distribution reveals tha'L 53 or 45? were whites and
55% were blacks of the 117 recorded through age 17. The UCR
does not allow for the breakdown by race to age 16 only in most
. However, it has been statistical-ly determined that these
percentages would apply proportionately through age 16 as well.
Table III)
The largest categories in the offense distribution were Breaking
& Entering and Larceny with 13 or 16.25ca each of all offenses.
Vandalism was the next most frequent offense, accounting for I0 or
12.52 of the totaI, followed by Disorderly Conduct (9 or J-I.25e") .
Status offenders accounted for 3 or 3.75? of the total. Runaway was
the only category reported for status offenses. (See Table II)
AII B0 juvenile arrests were recorded as to_dispositions. The
most frequent disposition was Referred to Juvenile Court or Proba-
tion Oept. , -c"or-nting for 59 or 73.75% of the total number of dis-positioirs. The next most frequent, Handled within Dept' & Released'
iccounted for 16 or 20% of the total' Five (5) were referred to
Criminal or Adult Court. (See Tab1e IV)
#3I1"& cBP,tY iran-Dec tsl 6
TABLE I
Distribution of Juvenile Arrests by Law Enforcement Agencies
Aqency No. Juveniles Arrested
Marion Sheriff I s office
Marion P. D.
Mullins P. D.
Marion S.C.H.P.
L6
31
31
2
80TOTAL
Estimated Juvenile Population L976 6023
Percentage Juveniles Arrested (12 mos.) 1.338
l0 & Under 11-12
Marion County
Period of:
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
I5 16r3-14
Jan-Dec l-976
Total
IlaIe Female TOTALOffenses
l'lurder
Rape
Robbe
^^^^,.'l +n>>dul L
Breakin & Enterin
Larcenv
Auco Theft
Arson
Forge & Countft.
Stolen Prc
Weapons
Vandalism
Drugs
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUI
Diso rderl Cond.
*Curfew & Loiterin
*Runawa
0ffenses Agains t
Chi ldrenFanLily &
0ther
TOTAL
*Status Offenses 
- 
3 or 3.
Mean
0
752
Age: 14.51
10
80
TABLE III
Marlon County
Period of: Jan-Dec I976
Race
year olds) TotaIWhite BIack
Distribution of Juvenile offenses b
( Incl udes 17
Offenses
Murder
RobberY
Assault
B&E L410
Auto Theft
Arson
Counterft.
tolen ProPerL
Weapons ?
31
I
5Vandalism
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUT
Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew & Loiterin
*Runawa
Offenses AgainstChildrenFamilv &
Other
TOTAL
*Status 3
117
TABLE IV
sitions Law Enforcement of
Marion CountY
Period of: Jan-Dec
Juveniles
Number
L97 6
I. Handled within Department & Released
2. Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation DePartment
3. Referred to Social AgencY
4. Referred to other Police AgencY
5. Referred to Criminal or Adu1t Court
16
59
80
LAW ENFORCEMENT STATISTICS
Marlboro e Covered
General Information:
Eighty-seven (87) juveniles were arrested during this 12-monthperiod as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report. The largest number
of arrests were made by Marlboro Sheriff's Office, accounting for 48
or 55% of the total. Bennettsville P. D. accounted for the remainder
of the arrests (39 or 45e") as no other 1aw enforcement agency reported
making arrests during the year. (See Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for I.442 of the estimatedjuvenile population (6044) for Marlboro County during 1976-
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 64 or 73.62
and females for 23 or 26.42.
The most frequent age of arrest was \6, accounting for 36 or
4L.4% of the total. Age 15 accounted for 30 or 34.5% of the total.
The average age was 14.96 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 98 or 66.7 % were whites and
49 or 33.3? were blacks of the l-47 arrests recorded through age I7.
The UCR data does not al-low for the breakdown by race to age 16 only
in most cases. However, it has been statisti.cally determined that
these same percentages would apply proportionately through age 16 as
2311. (See Table III)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
Breakj-ng & Entering with 2I or 24.L% of all offenses. Larceny and
Runaway were the next most frequent offenses, accounting for 11 or
L2.6% each of the tota1. Status offenders accounted for Il or 12.62
of the total, with Runaway the only status offense recorded. (See
Table II)
A11 87 juvenile arrests were recorded as to dispositions. The
most frequent disposition was Referred to Juvenile Court or Proba-
tion Oepi., accounting for 64 or 73.62 of the total number of dis-positions. The next most frequent, Handled within the Dept. and
Re1eased, accounted for 22 or 25.3? of the total. Only one was
referred to Criminal or Adult Court. (See Table IV)
TABLE I
Marlboro County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
Law EnforcementDistribution of Juvenile A:rests encies
Juveniles Arrested
lrlarlboro Sheriff I s Office
Bennettsville P. D.
Marlboro S.C.H.P.
48
39
0
TOTAL
Estimated Juvenile PoPulation
Percentage JuveniLes Arrested
87
L976 6044
(12 mos.) L.448
o
10 & Under 7r-72
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
L6
Marlboro County
Period of: Jan"Dec l-975
To tal13- 14 15
Of fenses
Vasra
Ilurcie r
Rape
Robber
Assaul t
Breakin & Enterin
Larcen
Auco Theft
Arson
Forger & Countft
S toien Pro
Weapons
Vandallsrn
Drup-s
Sex Offenses
Lieuor Laws
DUI
Disorderl Cond.
*Curfew & Lo i te rin
*Runawa
0f fenses Agains t
ChildrenFanr-ily &
Other
TOTAL
*Status Offenses 
- 
11 or 12.642
Mean Agez 14.96
IIale Fernale TOTAL
2L
11
TABLE III
Marlboro County
Period of: Jan-Dec ]-976
Race
L7 year olds )TotalOffenses White Black
Distribution of Juvenile offenses b
* (Includes
Murder
Assault
Larcen
Auto Theft
Fraud
Forgery & Counterft.
Vagrancy
Weapons
Vandalism
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew & Loiterin
*Runawa
Offenses
Familv &
Against
Children
IOOther
49TOTAL
*Status I3
98 L47
Marlboro County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE IV
Law'Enforcement of JuvenilesDis itions
Disposition Number
22l. Handled within Department & Released
2. Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation DePartment
3. Referred to Socia1 AgencY
4. Referred to other Police AgencY
5. Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
64
TOTAL 87
LAW ENFORCEMENT STATISTICS
Newberry d Covered
General Information:
Twenty-two juveniles were arrested during this 12-month period
as indicated by [n" Utitorm Crime Report. The largest number of
arrests were *-ua" by Newberry County Sheriff 's Dept', accounting
for 15 or 68.1g? of the tota1. Newberry city Police Dept. accountedfor the next largest 0 or 31.828) . Whitmire P'D', Prosperity P-'D' '
and Newberry S.C.H.P. reported having made no arrests' (See Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for 0'433 of the estimatedjuvenile population (5069) for Newberry County during L976'
of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 14 or
63.64? and females for I or 36.36%'
The most frequent age of arrest was 16, accounting for 8-Or
36.36% of the totat. Age group 13-14 accounted for 9 or 40'9LZ
of the totaI. The average age was 14.30 years' (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 43 or 62'32eo were whites
and 26 0r 37.68? were blacks. This distribution includes some 17year olds. (See Table III)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
Larceny with'7 or 31:82% of all offenses. Drugs and Runaway were
the next most frequent offenses, each accounting for 3 or 13'642
of the total. Stitus offenders accounted for 3 or 13'648 of the
total. Runaway was the only status offense recorded' (See Table II)
A1I 22 juvenile arrests were recorded as to dispositions'
The most frequent disposition was Referred to Juvenile court orprobation Oep!., acco-unting for 19 or 86.36% of the total number
Li-ai"positibns. The next most frequent, Handled within Dept' and
Released, accounted for 2 or 9.09e" of the total. (See Table IV)
TABLE I
Newberry CountY
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
15Newberry CountY Sheriffrs Off.
Newberry CitY P. D.
Wtritmire P. D.
Prosperity Police DePt.
NewberrY CountY S.C.H.P.
Distribution of Juvenile Arrests bv Law Enforcement Aqencies
No. Juveniles Arrested
22
Estimated Juvenile PoPuJ-ation
Percentage Juveniles Arrested
]t976 s069
(12 mos.) 0.438
10 & Under 714,2
Newbbrry County
Period of : Jar;-Dec l-976
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses by Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
1613-14 15 Total
Ra
Offenses
Murder
Robber
Assault
Breakln & Enterl
Larcen
Auto Theft
Arson
Forge & Countft
Stolen Pr
[^/eapons
Vandallsm
Drugs
Sex Offenses
Ll,cuor Laws
DUI
Disorderl Cond.
*Curfew & Loiterln
*Runawa
Offenses Agalnst
ChildrenFamlly &
0ther
TOTAL
*Status Offenses 
- 3 or 13.64?
Mean Ages 14.30
Male Fenale TOTAI.
22I4
Offenses
NewberrY CountY
Period of: Jan-Dec I976
TABLD III
Distribution of Juvenile O{fenFeE Py-3ace@r'o1ds) [otalWhite Black
llurder
Assault
B&E
Auto Theft
Arson
Forger & Counterft.
etot"r, pto
Weapons
rt
Vandalism
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew & Loiterin
*Runawa
offenses Against
ChildrenFarnilv &
L210Other
69
TOTAL
*Status
43 26
Newberry CountY
Period of: Jan-Dec 1976
TABLE IV
itions Law Enforcement of Juveniles
Disposition
1. Handled within Department & Released
2. Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation DePartment
3. Referred to Social AgencY
4. Referred to other Police AgencY
5. Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
Numbbr
2
t9
22TOTAL
Oconee
LAW ENFORCEMENT STATISTICS
c Covered
General Information:
Thirty-nine (39) juveniles were arrested during this I2-monthperiod as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report. The la-gest number
of arrests were made by Seneca Police Dept., accounting for 22 or
56.4l-2 of the total. Westminster Police Dept. accounted for the
next largest (10 or 25.64%). Walhal1a P.D. and Oconee S.C.H.P. re-ported having made no arrests. (See Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for 0.51? of the estimatedjuvenile population (7703) for oconee County during L976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 33 or 84.622
and females for 6 or 15.384.
The most frequent age of arrest was i5, accounting for 11 or
28.212 of the total. Age 15 accounted for 8 or 20.51% of the total.
The average age was 13.97 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 64 or 72.732 were whites and
24 or 27.27? were blacks. This distribution includes some L7 year
olds. (See Table IIf)
The targest single category in the offense distribution was
Breaking & Entering with 10 or 25.648 of all offenses. Drugs was
the next most frequent offense, accounting for 7 or L7.958 of the
total, followed by Assault and Larceny (S or l'2.822 each). Status
offenders accounted for 2 or 5.13% of the total. Runaway was the
only status offense reported. (See Table II)
A11 39 juvenile arrests were recorded as to dispositions. The
npst frequent disposition was Referred to Juvenile Court or Probation
Dept., accounti-ng for 30 or'76.92e" of the total number of disposi-
tions. The next most frequent, Handled within Dept. and Released,
accounted for 9 or 23.08? of the total. (See Table IV)
Oconee CountY
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE I
Distribution of Juvenile Arrests bv Law Enforcement Acrencies
No. Juveniles Arrested
Oconee CountY Sheriff's Office
Seneca P. D.
Walhalla P. D.
Westminster P. D-
Oconee S.C.H.P.
7
22
0
1"0
0
39
Estimated. Juvenile PoPulation
Percentage Juveniles Arrested
Lg76 7703
(12 rnos.) 0'51t
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenile 0ffenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
11-12 13- 14 15 16
Oconee CounlY
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
Total
!lale Female TOTAL
Ra
Of fens es
Murder
Robber
Assault
Breaking & Enterin
Larceny
Auto Theft
Arson
For & Countft.
Stolen Pro
Weapons
Vandalism
Dru
Sex Offenses
Li uor Laws
DUI
Disorderl Cond.
*Curfew & Loiterin
*Runawa
0f fenses Against
ChildrenFanr-lly &
Other
TOTAL
*Status Offenses 2 or 5.l-3?
Mean Age: l-3.97
Offenses
Oconee County
Period of: Jan-Dec I976
TABLE III
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses by Race
White
* (Incl-udes 17 year olds)
Black Total
Murder
Assault
B&E 13 13
LarcenY t3
Auto Theft
Arson
Forgery & Counterft. 1
OStolenProperty 
2 3 5
Weapons
Vandalism
Drugs 11 I6
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
0DUT
Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew c Loiterinq
Runawa
Offenses Against
ChildrenFarnilv &
Other
TOTAL
*Status
2464 88
Oconee CountY
Period of: Jan-Dec L97 6
TABLE IV
sitions Law Enforcemen@
1. Handled within Department & Released
2. Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation DePartment
Referred to Social AgencY
Referred to other Police AgencY
Referred to Criminal or AduLt Court
30
3.
4.
5.
Disposition
39
LAI^T ENFORCBMENT STATISTICS
Orangeburg- d
General Information:
Covered
One hundred eighty-five (185) juveniles were arrested during
this l2-month period as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report'
The largest number of arrests were made by Orangeburg Police De-partment, accounting for 139 or 75.i-4% of the total. Orangeburg
-srreriff 
's office accounted for the next largest (43 or 23.242) -Branchville P. D. and Orangeburg S.C.H.P. reported having made no
arrests (See Tab1e I)
The total number of arrests accounts for L.272 of the estimatedjuvenile population (14,591) for Orangeburg County during I976'
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 150 or
81.08% and females for 35 or IB-922-
The most frequent age of arrest was :-.6, accounting for 60 or
32.432 of the totJl. ag" 15 accounted for 4I or 22.l-62 of the total-
The average age was 13.9 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 78 or 33.48? were whites and
155 or 66.522 were blacks. This distribution includes some 17 yeal:
olds. (See Table IIr)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
"Iarceny" wilh 9t or 49.Lga of aff offenses. "Breaking & entering"
was the next most frequent offense, accounting for 45 or 24.32ea of
the tota1, followed by "vandalism" (g or 4.862). Status offenders
accounted for B or q.ZZ? of the total. "Runaway" was the only status
offense reported. It should be noted that some status offenses are
categorized as "otherr" together with some criminal- offenses.(See Table II)
AII 185 juvenile arrests were recorded as to dispositions-
The most freqient disposition was "referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation Department,i' accounting for 139 or 75.1-4% of the total
number of dispositions. The next most frequent, "handled within
deparLment a leleased" accounted for 46 or 24.868 of the total.(See Table IV)
TABLE
Orangeburg CountyPeriod of: Jan_Dec 1976
P:iqtribution of Juvenile Arrests Law Enforcement enciesAgenc
Orangeburg Sheriffrs
urangeburg p. D.Branchville p. D.Santee p. D.Holly Hill p. D.Orangeburg S.C.H.p.
Office
No. Juveniles Arrested
43
139
0I'2
0
TOTAL
Estimated Juvenile population
Percentage Juveniles Arrested
185
]-976 14,591
(12 mos. ) L.272
l0 & Under t1-12
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
15 I6
0rangeburg County
Per"iod of : Jan-Dec 1976
Totall3-14
M llale Female TOTAI0f fens es
Drunkenness
Rape
Ganrb 1in
l^^^.,1 tsd55dur L
z
1;J
q
I
0
z
L
3
3
aI
2
q
0
2
40
r
30
I1
q
0
7
6
I
3
0
d
5
t
I
q
2
b
5
15
q
q
2
l-
7+
6
13
I5
Breaking & Enterin
Larcen
Auto Theft
Arson
Fnropr ^ - l-untrrt/rrauo
S tolen P rnner f
Weapons
Vandalisrn
Drugs
Sex Offenses
?
2
3
1
U
0l
0
Disorderl Cond.
*Curfew & Loiterin
*Runawa
0ifenses Agains t
ChildrenFanr-ilv &
TOTAL
*Status Offenses 
-
31T2
8 or 4.322
Mean Age: 13.9
150 r85
Offenses
TABLE III
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses
* (fncludes
White Black
Orangeburg County
Period of: Jan-Dec ]-976
Race
17 year olds)
Total
Gambling
Assault
594910B&E
Auto Theft
Arson
& Counterft.
Sto1en Property
Weapons l
0I
l
6Vandalism
Sex Offenses
Drunkenness
DUT 0
Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew a Loiterinq
*Runaway I
Offenses Against.
ChildrenFamily &
Other
78TOTAL
*Status- 8 or 3.43t
155 233
TABLE IV
1. Handled within Department & Released
2. Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation DePartment
3.. Referred to Social AgencY
4. Referred to other Police AgencY
5. Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
Orangeburg County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
46
139
Dispositions bv Law Errforcement of Juveniles
Disposition
185TOTAL
Pickens
LAW ENFORCEMENT STATISTICS
d Covered
General Information:
One hundred ninety-one (191) juveniles were arrested during
this l2-month perj-od as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report.
The largest number of arrests were made by Easley Police Dept.,
accounting for 89 or 46.602 of the total. Pickens County Sheriff'sOffice accounted for the next largest (75 or 39.272) . (See Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for 1.87? of the esti-
mated juvenile 'population (1-0,227 ) for Pickens County during I976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 161 or
84.298 and females for 30 or 15.714.
The most frequent age of arrest was 16, accounting for 89 or
46.602 of the total. Age 15 accounted for 65 or 34.03? of the
total. The average age was 15.09 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 256 or 83.93% were whites
and 49 or 16.07? were blacks. This distribution includes some L7year oIds. (See Table III)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
Larceny with 39 or 20.42* of all offenses. Liquor Laws was the
next most frequent offense, accounting for 34 or 17.802 of the
total, follovred by Drugs and Other (30 or L5.7Ie" each). Status
offenders accounted for 5 or 2.622 of the total. Runaway was the
only status offense recorded. (See Table II)
Only 190 of the total juvenile arrests were recorded as to
dispositions. The most frequent disposition was Referred toJuvenile Court or Probation Dept., accounting for 108 or 57.372
of the total number of disposiLions. The next most frequent,
Handled within Department & Released, accounted for 69 or 36.322
of the total-. (See Table IV)
TABLE T
Plckens CountyPeriod of: Jan_Dec 1976
Distribution of Juvenile Arrests Law Enforcement encies
iluveniles Arrested
Pickens Sheriff 
's OfficeClemson p. D.Easley p. D.Liberty p. D.Pickens City p. D.rlcJ(ens S. C. H. p.
75
2
89
13
11I
TOTAT,
191
Estimated 
.fuvenile population LgZ6
Percentage Juveniles Arrested (12 mos.)
r0 r227
1.878
ii
I
ii
if
I
Pickens County
Perlod of: Jan-Dec
TABLE II
Distributlon of Juvenl-le Offenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
1g-r +-- rs 16 Total
L976
10 & Under 1r-12
Offenses
Murder
Rape
Robber
Aseault
Breakln & Enterln
Larce
Auto Theft
Arson
Forge & Countft.
Stolen P
Weapons
Vandallsn
Drues
Sex Offenses
Llouor Laws
DUI
Disorderl Cond.
*Curfew & Lolterin
*Runarra
0ffenses AgaLnsL
ChlldrenFarnllv &
Other
TOTAL
*Status Offenses 5 or 2.622
Mean Age: 15.09
Feroale
?n
161 191
Offenses
Plckens County
TABLE rrr 
Period. of: Jan-Dec 
'-976
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses bY.Race(Includes I7 year olds)
White Black trotal
llurder
I
1
Assault
B&E 13 16
LarcenY 1537 52
Auto Theft
Arson
Fo & Counterft.
Q.or.r, n ert I
4Weapons 9
1
I
4Vandalism
43 47D I
0Sex Offenses I 1
Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew & Loiterin
tOffenses
Fanily &
Against
Children
3s26Other
TOTAI,
*Status
256 49 305
Plckens CountY
Period of: Jan-Dec 1976
TABLE IV
Dispositions bv Law Enforcement of Juveniles
Disposition
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Handled within Department & Released
Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation Department
Referred to Social AgencY
Referred to other Police AgencY
Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
69
108
4
TOTAL 190
?hi
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accounting for 350 or J-7.28 of the total, followed by "breaking and
entering" (328 or 16.12E). Status offenders accounted fot 233 or
11.458 of the total with "runaway" being the most frequent status
offense (154). (See Table III)
All 2035 juvenile arrests were recorded as to dispositions.
The most frequent disposition was "referred to juvenile court or
probation department" accounting fot -945 or 46.492 of the total.
The next most frequent, "handled within department and releasedr"
accounted for 868 or 42.65* of the total. (See Tabl-e IV)
Richland County
Period of: Jan-Dec 1976
TABLE I
Distribution of Juvenile Arrests bv Law Enforcement Agencies
No. Juveniles Arrested Percentage
Richland Sheriff's Office
Colurnbia P. D.
Forest Acres P.D.
RichLand S.C.H.P.
Eastover P.D.
849
1138
48
0
(Did Not Report)
4L.72t
55.92l.
2.352
2035 100.008TOTAL
Estimated Juvenile Population 1975 39,262
Percentage Juveniles Arrested 0.2mos.) 5-18t
Of fenses
Richland CountY
Period of : January-Decenber 1976
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
l0 & Under ll-12 13-14 15 16 Total
MFMFMFMFMFMaIeFemale TOTAI.
Drunkenness 0 I 5 2 8 6 L2 2 25 11 36|lurder I 0 I I 3
Rape 2 n 1 0 0 3
Robb e r 2 0 9 0 2 0 7
I 20 I olLL
1^.-^..1;l155dUt L 2 0 8 2 38 15 I6 10 22 7 B6 34
Breirli.ine,l Enterln 20 I .+z 5 9T B6 IJ 5 3r2 16 328
Lir rce n 29 5 57 T2 160 36 74 27 B7 4B 407 I2B 535
Auto Theft z 1 15 I I 24 0 55 5
Arson 1 U 2 0 0 3
Fcr!.erv & Countt t L t I n 2 Ia 5 z 1
Stolen Propert 6 n I 0 J 0 t4 I 15
I.teapons I 0 R 0 0 3 I T6 I L7
\f andal-i srn ) 2 II I 22 q 5 2 52 11 OJ
D rues 5 7 15 4 30 IJ qn z.+ 74
Sex Offenses 1 0 I 0 2 0
Liauor Laws .+ 0 4 0 5 0 13 0 I
DUI J I 6 I 9 2 ll
Dis..rlerlv Cond I 0 6 I LV 6 20 5 30 11 20 97
OiIer Criiriinal 2I 6 52 t4 90 24 44 13 66 20 273 77
Cur-:er.'& Loiterin J I 7 3 27 d L2 3 11 60 19 79
R unawe 0 1 4 7 24 J4 24 18 I6 26 68 86 154
40
Offenses AgainsE
Fami.lv & Children 2 ? 2 7 o 6 6 B L6 24
Pros titution/ Corn. Vice 3 2 3 5
TOTAL 83 r6 199 50 526 148 343 100 420 150 L'TL 464 2035
*
:i
,kO
Mean Age: 14.04
*Status Offenses ' 273 or L3.427"
Offenses
TABLD III
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses
Black
Rl-chland County
Period of: Jan-Dec l-976
Race
TotaIWhite
Murder
Rape
Robbery
Assault
B&E
LarcenY
Auto Theft
Arson
ForgerY & Counterft.
Jtofen Property
Weapons
Vandalism
Drugs
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUI
Drunkenness
Disorderly Conduct
' Prostitution,/Com. Vice
Other Criminal
*Curfew I Loitering
*RunawaY
0
0
8
32
r43
170
27
2
3
3
6
33
53
0
7
I
28
34
1
134
27
113
4
3
13
88
185
36s
31
I
4
L2
11
30
2L
2
6
3
8
63
4
2L6
52
4L
4
3
2I
120
328
535
58
3
7
15
L7
63
74
2
13
11
36
97
5
350
79
154
40*Offenses AgainstFamilv & Children
TOTAL
*Status 273 or 13.42*
869 1166 2035
_a
TABLE TV
Law Enf,orcement of Jtveniles
"Hll:"t"!i"'Ju,r_o." rs 7 6Dis itions
Disposition
Handl.ed within Department
Tf;;fff"f i J;# n'e. co ur t
Referred !o Social Agency
& Released
or
Number t
868 42.65
3.
4.
5.
Referred to other poiice AgencyReferred to Crirninal or Adult Court
946
95
62
63
46 
.49
4 .72
3. 05
3.09
TOTAI, 2035 100.008
,ii
,g
i
t:
f
5
!,
t'
:
t:
l
b4
i
t
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LAW ENFORCEMENT STATISTTCS
Saluda C Covered
General Information:
Twenty (20) juveniles were arresLed during this l2-month period
as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report. The largest number of
arrests were made by Saluda County Sheriff's Dept., accounting for
14 or 70.0? of the total. Saluda City Police Dept. accounted for
the next largest (6 or 30.03). Ridge Springs P. D. and Saluda S.C.H.P.
reported having made no arrests. (See Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for O.7Z of the estimatedjuvenile population (2872) for Saluda County during I976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 19 or
and females for 1 or 5.04.
The most frequent age of arrest was 15, accounting for 7
of the total. Age 16 accounted for 6 or 30.08 of the total.
averagie age was 14.58 years. (See Table II)
95.04
or 35.08
The
The race distribution reveals that 9 or 30.0? were whites and
2I or 70.08 were blacks. This distribution includes some L7 year
olds. (See Table III)
The Iargest single category in the offense distribution was
Larceny with- 4 or 20.OB of all offenses. Assau1t, Breaking & Ent*r:ing
and Runaway were the next most frequent offenses, each accountin,
for 2 or 10.0? of the total. Status offenders accounted for 2 o:
10.08 of the tota1. Runaway was the only status offerise recorde(l.(See Table II)
A11 20 juvenile arrests were recorded as to dispositions. The
most frequenl disposition was Referred to Juvenile Court or Probation
Dept., aCcounting for 19 or 90.O% of the total number of dispositions.
The next most frequent, Handled within Department and Releasedr dc-
counted for 2 or 10.0? of the total. (See Table IV)
TABLE I
Saluda County
Period of : ilan-Dec Lg76
Distribution of Juvenile Arrests Law Enforcement enctes
Saluda
Saluda
Ridge
Saluda
County Sheriffrs Office
City P. D.
Springs P. D.
s.c.H.P.
Juveniles Arrested
L4
6
0
0
TOTAJ,
Estimated Juvenile PoPulation
Percentage Juveniles Arrested
L976 2872
(12 mos.) 0.7t
20
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenile-9{fenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
13-14 15
Saluda CountY
Period of: Jan-Dec l-97 6
16_ TotalIT_12
Of fenses
Murder
Rape
Robber
Assauit
Breaking & DnEeril
Larceny
Auto Theft
Arson
Fnrop & Countft
Stolen Pr rc
l0 & Under
MF
2 or 10. 08
Mean Age:
ii^^-^-^l\E:dlfulrJ
Vandalism
Dru
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUI
Disorderl Cond.
*Curfew & Lo i te rin
*Runawa
Of fenses Agains t
ChildrenI aiury o
0cher
TOTAL
*Status Offenses 
-
Ilale Female IL' IJIL
2019
14.58
TABLf, III
Distribution of Juvenile
Saluda County
Period of: Jan-Dec ]-976
Offenses Race(Includes 17 year olds )TotaIWhite BlackOffenses
Murder
Robbery
Assault
B&E
LarcenY
Auto Theft
Arson
Counterft.
I',teapons
Vandalism
Dr
Sex Offenses
uor Laws
Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew & Loiterin
*Runawa
Offenses AgainstChildrenFamilv &
Other
2T 30TOTAL
*Status 
- 10
Saluda County
Period of: Jan-Dec ]-976
TABLE IV
Handled within DepartmenL & Released
Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation DePartment
Referred to Social AgencY
Referred to other Police AgencY
Referred to Criminal or Adul-t Court
Dispositions bv Law Enforcement of Juveniles
18
3.
4.
5.
Disposition
TOTAL 20
LAW ENFORCEMENT STATISTTCSSpartanburg iod Covered
General Information:
Eight hundred fifty-three (853) juveniles were arrested during
this I2-month period as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report. The
largest number of arrests were made by Spart-anburg City Po1ice De-partment, accounting for 594 or 69.64e" of the total. Spartanburg
County Sheriff's Office accounted for the next largest (226 or
26.498). (See Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for 2.64eo of the esti-
mated juvenile population (32,370) for Spartanburg County during
L976.
Of the total number of arrests, maLes accounted for 599 or
70.222 and females for 254 or 29.78e".
The most frequent age of arrest was L6, accounting for 33I or
38.803 of the total. Age 15 accounted for 205 or 24.03e" of the
total. The average age was 14.57 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 743 or 63.45% were whites
and 428 or 36.55? were blacks. This distribution includes some
17 year o1ds. (See Table fII)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
Larceny with 277 or 32.472 of all offenses. Runaway was the next
most frequent offense, accounting for 115 or 13.488 of the total,
followed by Breaking & Entering and Liquor Laws (77 or 9.03% each)
Runaway was the only status offense recorded. (See Tab1e II)
All 853 juvenile arrests were recorded as to dispositions.
The most frequent disposition was Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation Dept., accounting for 754 or 88.39% of the total number
of dispositions. The next most frequent, Handled within Dept.
and Released, accounted for 78 or 9.I4E of the total. (See Table
rv)
Spartanburg County
Period of : ifan-Dec Lg76TABLE I
Distribution of JuvenilgJrrests Uv faw Enforc
No. Juveniles Arrested
Spartanburg Sheriff 's OfficeSpartanburg City P. D.
Woodruff Police Dept.
Duncan P. D.
CampobelLo P. D.
Chesnee P. D.
Cowpens P. D.
Inman P. D.
226
594
L0
L
0
0
2
16
Landrum P. D. 4Pacolet P. D. 0Spartanburcr S. C. H.P - o
Estimated Juvenile Population
Percentage Juveniles Arrested
853
L976 32,370
(I2 mos.) 
- 2.64*
Spartanburg County
Period of: Jan-Dec ]-976
TABLE II
Dl-strLbutlon o:E Juvenlle Offenqee bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
I 3-14 1510 & Under 11-12 16 Total
TOTALMFrMFtMFlMaleFenale
*
*Cu
*Status Offenses - I15 or 13.48E
Mean Age: L4.57
0ffenses M .r M
Mrrrder
Ra z 0 I n ? 0
Robbe I U 'l 0 2 0 2
Aqsarrl t I U 1 -1 2 5 z 13 1 22 ,6
Breaklns & Enterln 1I 0 B I 222 182 212 70 7 7
Larcen 102 249 53 32 32 26 63 26 TB2 95 1
Auto Theft I 0 3 1 3 0 8 U ts1
Ar.qon 1
-L 0 I U
Forperv & Countft 0 1 I 0 1 U z I 3
Stolen Prooer 1 0 I I 0 I I 0 J 2 5
ti 4 0 2 0 5 1 11 I T2
Vrndr'l { I 0 2 0 13 0 6 0 2 .L 24 I 25n9 o 1,7 3 31 6 5l t)
Of fens es 1 0 I 0 2 0 4 0 4
Li I 1AI= 4 46s 67 t0 7
7 I 7 t
D{ sorderlv Cond 1 0 7 2 223 30 5 35
t
0 1 6 4 L2 34 827 11 12 37 78 ; I15
Offenses Against
F':rn{1v & Chl.l-dren I 4 3 I 2 4 R 9 I5
Othpr I U 9 1 11 5 13 6 22 10 55 22 la
TOTAL -_ ]-43 52 16 143 89 r31 74 zsi tz 599 254 853
Spartanburg County
Period of: Jan-Dec
TABLD IIT
Distribution of Juvenile Of.tenqes- bv-Bace(Includes 17 year olds)
';TotaI
r97 6
Offenses White Black
llurder
16 23 39Assault
50 55 10sB&E
181 344
IBAuto Theft
Arson
Forgery & Counterft.
t
T7
29Vandalism
14r
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws 139
16
53Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew a Loiterin
I00*Runa
-Offenses
rr7
Family &
Against
Children l5L4
4559 104Other
TOTAI,
*Status 117
743 428 1171
3.
4.
5.
TABI,E IV
Handled within Department & ReLeased
Referred to iluvenile Court or
Probation Department
Referred to Social AgencY
Referred to other Police AgencY
Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
Spartanburg County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
78
754
18.
3
Dispositions bv Law Enforcement of Juveniles
Disposition
TOTAL 8s3
LAW ENFORCEMENT STATTSTICS
Sumter C Covered
General Irrformation:
Two hundred fifty-five (255) juveniles were arrested during
this 12-month period as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report.
The largest number of arrests were made by Sumter Po1ice Dept. ,
accounting for IB7 or 73.332 of the total. Sumter Sheriff's Office
accounted for the next largest (67 or 26.27e"). (See Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for I.44% of the estimatedjuvenile population (L7,744) for Sumter County during L976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 173 or
67 .84% and females for 82 or 32.L62.
The most frcquent age of arrest was L6, accounting for B0 or
31.372 of the total. Age 15 accounted for 56 or 2I.96e" of the total-.
The average age was 13"96 years. (see Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 170 or 47.09? were whites
and 188 or 52.08? were blacks, while 3 were other. This distribution
includes some 17 year olds. (See Table IrI) .
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
"1arceny" with 68 or 26.672 of all offenses. The offenses calssi-fied as'bther" were the next most frequent offense, accounting
for 64 or 25.l-02 of the total, followed by "runaways" (60 or 23.532).Status offenders accounted for 60 or 26.272 of the total-. "Runaway"
r4ras the only status offense reported. It should be noted that some
status offenses may be categorized with "otherr" together with
some criminal offenses. (See Tab1e II)
Two hundred fifty-six (256) dispositions were recorded. The
most frequent disposition was "referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation Deparcnielltr" accounting for I72 or 67.L92 of the total
number of dispositions. The next most frequent, "handled within
department and releasedr" accounted for 77 or 30.08? of the
total . (See Table IV)
Sumter County
Period of: Jan-Dec 1976
TABLE I
Distribution of Juvenile Arrests bv Law Enforcement Agencies
No. Juveniles Arrested
Sumter
Sumter
Sumter
Sheriffr s Office
P. D.
s.c.H.P.
67
187
I
255TOTAL
Estimated Juvenile Population 1975
Percentage Juveniles Arrested (12 mos.)
L7 ,744
1.44t
l0 & Under
Sumter County
Period of:
TABLE II
DisEribution of Juvenlle Offenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
LT.72 13-14 15 16
Jan-Dec L976
Total
Offenses
Drunkenness
urder
Rape
Robber
Assault
Breakin & EnLerin
Larce
Auto Theft
Arson
Forqer & Countft.
Stolen P
Weapons
Vandall-sm
Dru
Sex Offenses
Lr.a uor Laws
DUI
Disorderl Cond.
,tCurfew & Loiterln
*Runawa
0ffenses Against
ChildrenFamily &
ther
TOTAL
*Status Offenses 
-
23
60 or 23.53*
Mean Age: 13.96
MaIe FemaIe
173
TOTAL
255
26
68
60
64
48 2050
Offenses
Sumter County
Period of: Jan-Dec ]-976
TABLE. ITI
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses by Race
* (Includes 17 year olds)
White Black Other TotaI
Murder
Rape
Robbery
Assault
442B16B&E
Larceny 26 9B72
Auto Theft
Arson
Forgery & Counterft.
Vandalism
Drugs 27 32
Sex Offenses
Drunkenness 1510
DUI
Disorderly Conduct 1610
*Curfew & Loitering
*Runaway II940 60
Offenses Against
ChildrenFamilv &
Other 733834
TOTALI
*s tatus 60 or 16.62*
I70 188 351
Suuter County
Period of: Jan-Dec 19 75
TABLE IV .
Dis sitions Law Enforcement of Juveniles
NumberDisposition
Released
or
771. Handled within DePartment &
2. Referred to Juvenile CourtProbation DePartment
3. Referred to Social AgencY
4. Referred to other Pol-ice Agency
5. Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
J.72
I
2
4
256
LAW ENFORCEMENT STATTSTI
Union C
General Information:
CSa Covered
One hundred eighty-four (I84) juveniles were arrested during
this l2-month period as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report.
The largest number of arrests were made by Union City Police Dept.,
accounting for 170 or 92.39e" of the total. Union County Sherif f 's
Office accounted for the next largest (8 or 4.35?). Carlisle P. D.
reported having made no arrests. (See Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for 3.318 of the esti-
mated juvenile population (5551) for Union County during \976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 153 or
83.15? and females for 31 or 16.85?.
The nrost frequent age of arrest was 16, accounting for 58 or
3I.522 of the total. Age 15 accounted for 38 or 20.652 of the
total. The average age was 13.99 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that L67 or 66.27? were whites
and 85 or 33.7 38 were blacks. This distribution includes 17 year
olds. (See Table IrI)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
Breaking & Entering with 61 or 33.15? of all offenses. Larceny
was the next most frequent offense, accounting for 40 or 2I.742 of
the total-, followed by Vandalism (23 or 12.50%). Status offenders
accounted for 2 or 1.098 of the total. Runaway was the only status
offense recorded. (See Table II)
Atl 184 juvenile arrests were recorded as to dispositions.
The most frequent disposition was Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation Dept., accounting for 135 or 73.372 of the total number
of dispositions. The next most frequent, Handled within Dept.
and Released, accounted for 49 or 26.63? of the total. (See
Table IV)
Unlon County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE I
Aqencv No. Juveniles Arrested
Union County Sheriffrs Office
Union City P. D.
Carlisle P. D.
ilonesville P. D.
Union S. C. H. P.
8
L70
0
3
3
Distribution of Juvenile Arrests Law Enforeement
TOTAT
Estimated Juvenile PoPulation
Percentage Juveniles Arrested
t976 5s51
(12 mos.) 3.318
184
Union CountY
Perlod of:
TABLE II
DistrLbutLon of Juven1-le 0ffenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
TL-72 13-14 L6
Jan-Dec 1976
Total10 & Under
MF
t5
MF FemaleOffenses
Murder
Robber
Assault
Breakin & Enterln
Larcen
Auto The
Arson
For & Countft.
Stolen Pr
Weapons
Vandallsm
Drugs
Sex Offenses
Llouor Laws
DUI
Dlsorderl Cond.
*Curfew & Loiterln
*Runawa
Offenses
Famllv &
Other
TOTAL
*Status Offenses 
-
MFIMF
51
40
Against
C;rlldren
14 153 184
2 or 1.098
llean Age: 13.99
Uniorr County
Period of: Jan-Dec ]-976
Offenses
TABLD IIT
Distribution of Juvenile of f eq-ses bv- 
-Race(IncIudes 17 year' olds)
White Black ;Total
Murder
Assault
Larceny 44L727
Auto ThefL
Arson
Forgery & Counterft.
GtolenProperty . 0 1 t
Vandalism
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUT
Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew & Loiteri
*Runa
-Offenses Against
Childrenfamily &
Other 24T7
85TOTAL
*Status 
- 2
t67 252
Unlon County
Period of: Jan-Dec
TABLE IV
Dispositions bv Law Enforcement of Juveniles
L97 6
Ilandled within Department & Released
Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation Department
Referred to Social. AgencY
Referred to other Police AgencY
Referred to Criminal or Adu1t Court
49
135
3.
4.
5.
Disposition
TOTAL 184
LAW ENFORCEMENT STATISTICS
Williamsbur ioa Covered
General Information:
Fifteen (15) juveniles were arrested during this 12-monthperiod as indicated by the Uniform Crime Report. The largest number
of arrests were made by Kingstree Police Department, accounting for
9 or 60.0? of the total. Williamsburg Sheriff's Office accounted
for the next largest (O or 40.08). Hemingway P. D. and Williamsburg
S.C.H.P. reported having made no arrests. (See Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for 0.208 of the esti-matedjuvenile population (7699 ) for Williamsburg County during 1976.
Of the total number of arrests, males accounted for 15 or
100.0a.
The most frequent age of arrest was 15r accounting for 7 or
46.67s" of the totaI. Age 16 accounted for 6 or 40.0% of the total.
The average age \,tas l-5.2 years. (See Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 4 or 25.0? were whites and
L2 or 75.02 were blacks. This distribution includes one 17 year
old. (See Table III)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
',Iarceny" wiih 7 or 4A.AtZ oi aI1 offenses. "Breaking &,entering"
was the next most frequent offense, accounting for 3 or 20.0% of
the tota1. No status offenders were arrested' (see Tab1e rrr)
A11 15 juvenile arrests were recorded as to dispositions. The
nrost frequent disposition was "referred to Juvenile Court or Pro-
bation Ddpt.," accounting for 11 or 73.33? of the total number ofdispositions. The next most frequent, "handled within department
and releasedr" accounted for 3 oi 20.02 of the total. (See Table IV)
Wlll-larnsburg County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE I
Distribution of Juvenile Arrests bv Law Enforcement Agencies
Aqencv No. Juveniles Arrested
Williarnsburg Sheriff rs Off ice
Hemingnray P. D.
Kingstree P. D.
Williamsburg S.C.H.P.
6
0
9
0
15TOTAL
Estimated Juvenile Population L976 7699
Percentage Juveniles Arrested (12 mos.) - 0.208
10 & Under 7I-72 13-14 15 L6
TABLE II
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
l,Iilliamsburg Cotnty
Period of: Jan-Dec I976
TotalOffenses
Ilurder
Rape
Robbe
Ass au1 t
tsreakln & Enterin
Larcen
Auto Theft
Arson
Forqer & CountfE
Stolen Pro erE
Weapons
Vandalism
Drugs
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUI
Diso rderl Cond.
*Curfew & Lolterln
*Runawa
0ffenses Against
ChlldrenFandlv &
0ther
TOTAL
*Status Offenses 
- O
MaIe Female TOTAL
Mean Age: L5 . 2
TABLD III
t'
I'trllllamsburg CountY
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
olds )
TotaIWhite BlackOffenses
Murder
Assault
B&E
Larcen
Auto Theft
Arson
Counterft.
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
DUI
Disorderl Conduct
*Curfew & Loiterin
*Runawa
Offenses Against.ChildrenFamilv &
Other
TOTAL
*Status 0
I6I2
I{llltansburg County
Period of: Jan-Dec L976
TABLE IV
Dispositions bv Law Enforcement of Juveniles
l. HandLed within Department & Released
2. Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation DePartment
Referred to Social AgencY
Referred to other Police AgencY
Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
11
3.
4.
5.
Disposition
15
LAW ENFORCEMENT STATISTICS
York County, Jan-Dec I976 Period Covered
General Information:
Three hundred ninety-three (393) juveniles were arrested
during this l2-month period as indicated by the Uniform Crime
Report. The largest number of arrests were made by Rock HiIl Police
Department, accounting for 229 or 58.272 or the total. York
County Sheriffrs Department accounted for the next largest(85 or 2L.632). York S.C.H.P. reported having made no arrests.(See Table I)
The total number of arrests accounts for 2.3gi! of the estimatedjuveni-Ie population (16,436) for York County during L976.
Of the total number of arrests, ma]es accounted for 310 or
7B.BB% and females for 83 or 2I.L2Z.
The most frequent age of arrest was 16, accounting for
L29 or 32.82? of the total. Age 15 accounted for I02 or
25.952 of the total-. The average age was 14.42 years. (See
Table II)
The race distribution reveals that 425 or 69.79e" were whites
and 18I or 29.72% were blacks, while 3 were other. This distri-
bution inclucles some 17 year olds. (See Table III)
The largest single category in the offense distribution was
"Larceny" with 103 or 26.2I2 of all offenses. "Breaking andEntering" was the next most frequent offense, accounting for
85 or 2I.632 of the total-, followed by "Runaway" (32 or 8.14?).
Runaway was the only status offense recorded. (See Table II)
The dispositions of the arrests made incl-uded 17 year olds,
and thus, the number is larger than that of arrests. The
most frequent di-sposition was "referred to Juvenile Court orProbation Department, " accounting for 311 or 77 .562 of the total
number of dispositions. The next most frequent, "Handled within
Department and Reseasedr" accounted for 84 or 20.95e" of the total.(See Table IV)
York County
Period of: Jan-Dec Lg76TABLE I
Distribution of Juvenile Arrests bv Law Enforcement Aqencies
No. Juveniles ArrestedAgency
York County Sheriff's OfficeClover Police Dept.Fort llill P. D.
Rock Hill P. D.
York City P. D.
York County S.C.H.P.
85
I3
11
229
55
0
TOTAI, 393
Estimated Juvenile Population L976 L6t436
Percentage Juveniles Arrested (I2 mos.) 2.3g*
10 & Under LL-72
York County
Period of: Jan"Dec' L976
TABLE II
Dl-strLbution of Juvenll-e Offenses bv Age & Sex
AGE & SEX
13-14
MF
16 Total15
MF FemaIeOffenses
Murder
Robber
Ass ault
Breakln & Enterln
Larcen
Auto The
Arson
Forge & Countft.
Stolen Pro
Weapons
Vandallsm
Dru
Sex 0ffenses
Llouor Laws
DUI
Disorderl Cond.
*Curfew & Lolteri
*Runawa
Offenses
Famllv &
Against
Chlldren
Other
TOTAL
*Statue Offenses 
- 32 or 8.148
Mean Ager L4.42
44
r00 310 393
Offenses
York County
Period of: Jan-Dec 1976
TABLE III
Distribution of Juvenile Offenses by 
.R.ace@rolds) [otalWhite Black Other
Murder
Assault I7 I2 29
66 43 109B&E
Auto Theft
Arson
Forqery & Counterft-
Oto1en ProPerty I
49Vandalism
42
Sex Offenses
Liquor Laws
Disorderl
*Curfew & Loiteri
*Runawa
-Offenses
Family &
Against
Children
Other 652I44
*Status 32
425 r81 509TOTAI
IYork Countl
Period of:
pr6! 3.,F 
. orot2orirt-trrr rrqr leTt
ilrililHulil{uJIuli
Jan-Dec 1976TABLE IV
Handled within Department & Rel-eased
Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation Department
3. Referred to Social Agency
4. Referred to other PoLice Agency
5, Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
84
311
I
2
3
Dispositions bv Law Enforcement of Juveniles
Disposition
TOTAL 401
t
.Fe
York Count;
Period of:
Y885i 3.{8 otot2o
.I|urrb|lm -|bqa 1076
ilil$$uurulluuilJuuil!il
Jan-Dec 1976TABI,E IV
Handled within Department & Released
Referred to Juvenile Court or
Probation Department
Referred to Social Agency
Referred to other Police Agency
Referred to Criminal or Adult Court
Dispositions bv Law Enforcement of Juveniles
3.
4.
5.
84
311
I
2
3
Disposition
401
'sf,LwPfvr/
.l
